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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Oral language is a remarkable achievement in the human species. 
Its regular development in etrery culture within the global cornrilunity 
is a source ·of continuing marvel. · Within today 1 s scientific com.!Jltlnity 
language development has sparked new interest. Of particular interest 
is the creative aspect of Htnguage which makes "it ·possible for a' child 
who has netrer heard' a particular utterance to readily interpret and 
respond to it '·without hssitatiO.n. 
Much ·cH the 'thrus·t or/ this interest has. beeri touched off by Noani 
Chomsky Who directed rene'Wed ~ttent:ion to the ruie strrlcture of 1a'~~age 
whi'cl'i·gi'Ves us ·insfght: into ·hmfto interpret ·a.·:spe"aker 1 s words (l965). 
) Choms~'s worlt ·led the research 'colllm\inity aw:iy. from 'studies which 
attempted to lodk only at: sentence length and .freque'ncy of word ~sage· as· 
irt<Jteators of' ranguage deve topmen t. :Rather Chomsky co~ce~ned himself 
wf:lth the'' 'ideal 11Speaket~listener" and the types 'of' se~tences which would 
be: generated ~ithin the ideal langua~e· commun:fty: ' What parti~~larly 
int~resteci 'psyd1ologists was· Choxfisky 1 s concern ~ith ho\i the speaker learns 
to relate: meahi.n:g wi'th sotinds and to''correctly underst~nd ambiguous 
., ,, ' , .. , ";'- '' ' 
s'entenees' which}'i:night be interpred~d 'in a humber of different ways~ 'ius 
emphasis oh the transforrtuitions frotn deep rtlf'aning to the' surfac~ struc- .i ·-
tur~ of ·language 1!o account for the speak.;.li~tener' s rul~-governed sk:i.:t:is 
paraHellecr $-fiiti_!ar eogntt:i:ve theories within the psychological community, 
• 
'. 
","' 
I, 
But Chomsky's concern with an ideal speaker-listener removed 
from eavfronmental restraints gave rise to a series of research sttl'dies 
concerned soiey with iyntax. 
I r . 
This research virtually ignored the 'fbow" 
of m~aning and :ir{stead follo~ed· chomsky'~ lead· by' ~sserting that 'lang-
uage was i'nnate and only a limited exposure to the language community was 
addressed' the question ;f ·~hy''a ~1\da w~s'· able' tb 1move 'from 6rt~ 'ievel of 
synt~c~l~a;i ~omple~ity to tke next nor wli'at' feat~r~~ o'f 'th~' envit'Ohment 
'L· ··.:,_~c:~. :r: ·t.;·l .... "' _!·'f' 
were related to such growth; · ·.. l f 
c'~gdi.'tiv~:~growth 1s an equai:ly remark~b.fe( ~~hievement in the human 
species. ~ !t' :t~'b 'd~mo~s.tr~'tE~s' r~m~rkable r:e'gula:ri.t/ tri 'de'irel'optrl~nt\~ ''tike 
' .:,).~.)~ ('~,<:7!;:·· '\: :.~· \,t j'j/' f"l. ·.····: ~,-..~~::~ :•·C.Jt/''. ,' 1· ,,.. ..•... , .~ .: the linguistic researchers whose efforts h'ave ·been spurre'd 'by Chotnsky, 
·-~~: .. J.~r:. 1.:.1:\ , ·. -:..·.~ ·..:~:.; ,_. 1;1 !-t!·t..;- .~ ,_;{·.,· ·.:;r:. i,J'"'t:::·····;._.(t·:., ... ,· r·:··f·,,,_ ~ 
the cognitivists have been renellied by the cre'ative and unique' a:ppro~ch 
;;·{ ,Pia~~t '~~d~~c~J~ ;de'vel~~ni'erit. ··. 'pa~ti~uTk'rl\r 'in'teres;tttig· is ?iag~t •"!i con-
~~~> ~lth cdhe~·~itag•es· o£' :irit~rie~t~al deV~lo'PilfeHt raha t:ii~ir lfrntatyirtg: ·• 
;~~Stii;~~{ t/ ·~i 'd'~~~lop~ekt ~~~~s·s cu'ltures ahci adros1s i·fndfvidi.m:ls vtith 
~id~1~' t~~i);i:r.8' 'J~gi~~s ~f irit:~'t.le~tual 'cohip"ete'nc~ .: ''pi~gi't ~seeks to 
expl~ih :~the ~v~r'~':iding rri;e~h~~isriis :of gt~vith Wh{~h tfitght dJ's~d.be t~ 
~h'a~~e~ <i~~~·rin~'ivfd~i'i undergoes in moving from one stage to another. 
unlik~ :•it.~-"~~~~·~nt ·';s·y~,h~~tric ·~pp;oach 'to· ·i~t~~·lfigen'de ·~tlidt 1!ias pte'-
:~atl~k sin6~ ilk .. da~~~ c>':f:·ain~t:~. ':Pi~get Hilda att:t~ o£ in~e~esi<iri the 
cd.ii£~~exi~~s'·~~di~e·n •. ~hildf~~~·~th~ ·Pecul~ri~teF&e'dne tftditi:dtml's t m!-\tel-
·~P~~~L l''R.~~li~~ 3h~ ci\oci~es'to lo~k clo~el~:;at what'imak~s: tin~ eM.1a, like 
"'~n~ih~·~" a~~6~s d~~~ lopm~iit~f stig~~ .. 
' ' 
·' {' 
r •) .• i<••"P~s~i£ty':b~~~us~ b~ffi''Piage't anti 
t ·- . < '~~nee ~a1th~~· th~~,p~rfor~n~~·. a~<{becau·~e ·both'' ~pp~ilr: to' ~;:''!tttere'St~d 
in how underlying structures relate to surface structures, researchers 
'-2 
have again begun to look at the often-asked question of how language 
and thought are related--how Piagetian stages relate to syntax. How-
ever, there is increased recognition that language and grammar cannot 
be studied in isolation as Chomsky proposes. Rather one must look at 
the psychological reality of syntax and refer to res-earch what the 
theorists have proposed. Moreover, some of, Piaget's findings provide 
intriguing possibilities for examining and explaining the regular 
acquisition of syntax--something which the linguists have been unable 
to do except in general reference to the rules of gra!lUilar--as it re-
lates to the regularities of cognit~ve development. 
An example of this dire~tion in the research is ·seen in the work 
"' of Caro,l Chomsky (1969, 1972). In h~r·first paper she attemptea to 
explain the older child's ability to deal with il}creasingly·difficult 
syntactic structures in terms of linguistic rules alone. But her sec-
ond piec,e of r.esearch exten~d tha.t of t4e Urst. and compaJ"-ed the child's 
invariant syntactic "stages" with intellectual deve1~pJI!flnt, svdo-eco-
nomic status, and exposure ·tO written language. - Like others t tShe 
concluded that lan~age development is closely related to thel develop-
mental factors of growth. 
Interesting pos.sibilities are raised by the prospect of stages in 
both the work of c. Chomsky. and that of Piag~t. One is immediately· 
curious to kl10W how these stages are related, and what is the direction 
of .that relationship. At .. this time there is no study of this type to 
which one might refer although there have been studies which attempted 
to show themlationship between one aspect of. linguistic developnent 
(passive construction, function wor~s, early language development). and 
• 
.i 
1 
the stages elicited by Piaget. 
One wonders if the relationship between different aspects of 
Piaget's stages (seriation, conservation, class inclusion) are re-
lated in the same way to the structures elicited by Chomsky. Or 
does the problem of decalage (uneven development of stages) confuse 
o-ur understanding of the relationship of cognition and language. 
Curiosity is also aroused about the cognitive prerequisites 
which may be necessary for the child t,o use a particular type of 
syntactic structure. Is decentered, operational thought a necessary 
or sufficient p~krequisite for the manipulation of the linguistic 
surface structures? Is it possible t6 de'te;tmine the direction ·'Of the 
relationship between langtiage and c6gnfd.on? Can a model be di>veloped? . 
Or are we hopelessly mired in a chicken or egg ar~tiinent?' :Which comes 
. . 
first--thought .. (as' Piaget. say~), or 'iAngua~~ (iis v)rgotsky and BrrirH~r 
espouse), or are they the s~e (as the b~fuiitttirists .have maintainei:lh 
or are they separate features (as the linguists intimate)? 
On a practical level, one finds the ~ea~uremeht of t~nguage devel-
opment a very difficult process. At the present time we find that 
measures of sentence length and.vo'tab~lary are·usedfot the ll\ostpart 
~~ d~t~rmine linguistic. competence. 'ntese lingtiistic measures· ate '·' 
' "·I. ",' ; .· \. ,"' 
necessarily closely tied· to our understa.n'd'ing bf''lntelH.~. · Syh-
t'actic development (in tends ''of comptexity) is rttore diffiCl1it· to 
·~asure a~d at. t'he pr~sent' ti.tnetw~< 'find1 -~ paucitY"'1nl~t'anlf~HHizW· 
scales' and an unsureness about how 'syntax and i'titeiligP.nce. are rela-ted. 
For these reasons '(inade.~ate '~tratthical tecfiniqlte, 'tha~- ). 
·';riate language taSks, psychcimetri¢: rat~er' 'tnan Piagettan tasks in 
·:.4 
co!nparisor. wtth syntax), a systematic study of the relationship be-
twee!1 la:1guage as syntax and cognition as Piagetian stages needs to 
be comph'.ted. 'l'he object of such a study is to ~evelop a possible 
ruode1 of. the relationship between the two competencies and to inves-
tigatt: the possibility of causality between thought ~nd language. 
In the review of the literature which follows, one finds .the 
relationship between language and cognition characterised as: 
1. Langu?ge and thought are inseparable 
2. Language influences and structures thought 
3. Thought influences language 
4, Thought and language are independently influenced by 
development. 
Huch of the research to support any of these four theoretical posi-
ticms has been, because of in:1.dequate methodo1o gical techniques, more 
spe(;Ullttive than substantive. When research has been carried out to 
more (.efiniti\rely determine the nature of the relationship, the re-
sc:c;.rcher has sumrttarized his find1ngs by stating that the relationship 
bet\tcen language and cognition was complex and difficult with no fur-
thcr answers forthcoming. And for some time research efforts seem to 
be stymied at this point. 
Amajor purpose of the present investigation will be to attempt 
to provide a catalyst in dealing with the theoretical language/cognition 
". . • - . . .. , . ·'· , r . , 
dilemma through the use of a techhique known as path analy~i.s "'hich 
permits the researcher to trace the implications of a set of causal 
. ' . . . ' ;\ \ 
assumptions. With this method a model is developed by eliminating rela-
tiorisbips which the researcher is confident do not exist (for empirical 
or theo':i:·etical reas~>ns) and retaining those models one is not sure about 
as we'll as those that are known to be operative. 
5 
In evaluating the relationship between thought and language, 
path analysis will be used to trace out the implications of three 
of the four possibilities noted above: 
1. Language influences thought 
2. Thought influences language 
3. Thought and language are independently influenced by 
development. 
These three models will be traced for three cognitive (Piagetian) 
tasks (conservation, seriation and class inclusion). In each in-
stance the cognitive tasks will be compared with the syntactic tasks 
developed by Carol Chomsky. 
Such a study would be useful for two reasons. On a pr~gmatic 
level, practitioners in the field of education characteristically find 
it difficult to de~ermine how much curriculum emphasis should be 
placed on language lessons. More recently the infusion of special edu-
cation monies from the ~ederal government has produced a quandary about 
the employment of additional speech and language personnel as opposed 
to additional instructional staff. Speech and language pathologist~ 
have maintained strong lobbies in both state and federal legislatures 
to insure the employment of speech and language personnel and the role 
of speech in the child's total development and has been stressed 
strongly. On the other hand teachers and psychologists have frequently 
maintained that such emphasis tends to neglect instruction in cognitive/ 
basic learning activities. Research support is necessary to indicate 
what is the appropriate balance between the two competing groups. 
On another level, path analysis should be evaluated in terms of 
its usefulness to the field of linguistic and cognitive research. In 
the ~nst path analysis has been used primarily by social scientists 
iH the fields of political science, sociology, and economics. It 
may also be a potentially useful- tool withfn the·field of psychology. 
If the findings from path analysis can be empirically validated, it 
Hill permit US to make some Statements about the direction of the rela-
tionship between cognition and language and provide a focus for future 
experimcntaticn. 
. ' 
t' 
··7 
CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In reviewing the literature concerning the relationship between 
thought and language, the prevailing schools of thought may be charac-
terised in four ways: 1) language influences thought, 2) thought and 
language are inseparable, 3) thought influences language, and 4) thought 
and language are independent. Vygotsky, Bruner and Whorf-Sapir are 
proponents of the first school of thought while the behaviorists are 
' 
usually associated wit~ the second. Piaget and his Genevan School, on 
the other hand, have argued that thought develops prior to lan~uage. 
Chomsky and McNeill, the linguists of the language is innate school, 
have argued the fourth position. 
Because the research methodology (path analysis) for the present 
study is closely tied to the nature of the literature review, the writer 
will begin immediately to refe~ to the different schools of thought in 
terms of competing models: 
Nodel I: 
Model II: 
Model III: 
Language influences thought 
Thought influences language 
Thought and language are independently 
by development 
influenced 
The reader should also note that the theory that language and thought 
are inseparable is not systematically evaluated in the present inve$-
tigation. However, the implications of the findings of this study for 
that argument are discussed in the final chapter of thi~ paper. 
Language and Thought Are Inseparable 
Skinner (1957) and his school of behaviorists have long felt that 
language and thought are one and the same. Speech, like all other 
behavior, is controlled by environmental stimuli, drive stimuli and 
printed and verbal stimuli. It has been shown that verbal stimuli 
will elicit physiological and affective responses which in turn have 
stimulus characteristics that elicit speech responses. Longer, more 
complex verbal patterns are hypothesized to occur through chaining. 
Many of the findings of the Skinnerians have recently been 
called into question. The most cogent of these criticisms is that the 
S-R paradigm is too cumbersome to account for the rapidity with which 
children acquire a relatively sophisticated syntactic system and that 
children use words like goed and corned (Miller and Ervin, 1964) although 
these words do not appear in adult speech. In a review of other 
criticisms of the S-R position, Schlesinger (1975) noted that: 
1. Children talk whether or not they are reinforced 
for ·tlMdr efforts.· Their soliloquizing when alo-ne · • · · 
is partial evidence for this. But also in non-Western 
eultureg). the~ iS leSS Concelrn With Children IS Spe-eCh 
and the child is reinforced less frequently. 
2. Researchers have found that grammatically cute, but 
. inc<>"rrect phrases are·· reinfo·rced by pll!rents and··others-. 
Further, R'.· Brown (1913) reports that parents. seem to pay no atten"i 
tfon to a ch'i·ld 1 s syntax, nor do parents even appear to be aware 
of· the synta:etic errors in the samplings of· child speech. Rather the 
parent· apprbVed 'Or disapproved of a:n utterance on the grounds.: of the 
truth value of the proposition which the parents supposed the child 
intended to ks~tii"t. 
M®el !:_ Lan@~ge·'Irtfluences Tbousht 
Vygotsky -(1962) has -been credited with showing that words direct 
attention t!c) ·f!peeific aspects of.•a s.ituadon and that the word is the 
.9 
primary unit of speech around which thought is organized. He states 
that the "use of the sign, or word, is the means by .which we direct 
our mental operations, control their course, and -channel them towa.rd 
solution of the problem confronting us (p.58)." Vygotsky also felt 
that speech and thought spring from separate roots and dev~lop along 
different lines. But occasionally these separate strands merge and 
speech is used to help initiate new behaviors. Proo.f for this pet;-
spective was cited in Koehler's apes who were able to use tools but 
were felt t() be incapable of using sign language on a consistent basis. 
Luria U9.59, 1968) was one of Vygotsky's students and he did a 
series of experiments which pointed toward the increasing directive 
role of sp~ech during. the p:reschool years. He .fpund that ipitially 
words control orientation toward objects. Later words ar~ c;ynthe-
sized into sentence units and can direct behavior through activation 
but nqt inhibition of behavior. In a still later stage, commands or 
instructions from~ external source can control behavior. In a 
later stage, cormnand$, or iqstructi?ns from an e~ternal so.'!lrce can con-
trol behavior through both activation and inhibition. Words finally 
become self-regulatory and a child is capable of starting or stopping 
a behavior (under the child's ow.a direction), as well as being able 
to stop ,m activity in mid':"course when asked to do so by an outside 
a,gent. 
The findings of both Vygotsky and Luria are suspect by today's 
re.seal'.cher~. Not only h,ave chimpanzees (Linden, 1975) been taught to 
u,se American S.i&n Language,:but Luria's studjes have been difficult, if 
not impassible to replicate (Bronckart, 1973) .. 
10 
Bruner (1966) has taken a position similar to Vygotsky's and 
even refers to primate language in the same way. :aruner also sup-
ported his hypothesis in a series of studies (Bruner, et al., 1966) 
which attempted to show that grammatical concepts are first used 
and perfected in the sphere of language and are only gradually trans-
£erred to thinking in general. The grammatical concepts postulated 
are those of hierarchy and transformation. And language is felt to 
lead, direct, and speed cognitive activity. He states that evidence 
for this' position is seen in the language universal of syntax. How-
ever, the primacy of syntax is under attaek at the present time 
(Blo6m; ; i970; Slobin, 1971). 
Finally, the Whorf-Sapir Weltanschuung hypothesis builds upon 
th'e language before thought prertdse (Ca~roll, 1956) which states that 
one's world View {perceptions, notions of causality and cognitions of 
a member of a language community) is said to be a direct ·function of 
language codes available. Although limited conffrtnatfbn of this theory 
was found, (Carroll and Casagrande, 1958), the influence of cultural 
differences in language was found to dissipate with very little addi-
tiona 1 trairitng. 
Model II: Thought ·Influences Language 
Piaget and the Genevan School have been the chief proponents of 
the thought influences language perspective of development~ The.y pro.-
pose that languag~ paralle·ls cognition, but always lags behind to 
become maptp~d onto experience. The child develops rtte'anings to' be ~x..:. 
pressed in language through prior experience. Withill given levels of 
ktiowledge about language, a child discovers ways of expres~ing thJse 
u 
meanings (Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1967; S lobin, 1971). Unlike the lin-
guis~ of the generative transformation school of thought who posit 
an innate mechanism for language development, the. Genevans assert 
that the child constructs reality through his actions on the world 
about him.· This particular theory and its ramifications will be 
dealt with at length below. 
Piaget's theory. Before~dealing with Piaget's theory as it 
relates to. language development, we shall review the get'l.eral theo-
retical framework. One of the most strikin-g aspects of· thiS' work is 
the corxeern with oVerall structures i.n cOcgai.tiotl. In cont:r.as't with 
the present Amet'ican psychometric preoccupation wl th comparing one 
child to· anot:her and 'then deriving a nortnally distrtibuted curve, 
Piaget confesses he has lit·tle interest i~ such rese:&rch .gntf pr€fers 
instead t.odi'scover the regularities of developinerit. He relates 
that ·his interest is in schemas -- the total st1:'tlctures·of ~ognitive 
5ystems w~ the'ir ·awn laws. Rather than specifying the dominant ' 
characte·ristics of cognitive develop'ntent, Piaget 1:ooks at whole systen1s 
which' incorporate all the elements of a structure. · 'T'he 'laws he speti-
fi!es c.:Over the entire set of ele·ments in the· system. It is these 
structures~ whi.ch are· hypothesized to become integrated wi'th develop• · 
ment :(Piaget, 1971). 
Piaget'g :concern wi'th structures 'leads qUite naturally to a 
C'Onc:.ern for &tages. The· stages he pO'sits (sensory-tnotor;' :p~operat'ional, 
oon.ct'ete operational; and formal operatiOns) are charaeteriz-ed as intran-
sltive 1iith each ·preceding stage being a ttecess&'t'J prer'ewtUlsi te' · fdt that 
wlttch ·follows. F1avell (1975) has noted two salient: chM'acte-ristie<s of 
12.. 
Piagetian stages. The first is that items do not exist in the child's 
cognitive repertoire as psychologically isolated and unrelated abili-
ties, but rather interact with one another in specified ways in the 
course of their being utilized by the child. For this reason it is leg-
itimate to describe them as organized into one or more cognitive struc-
tures. Secondly, items and their structural organizations are qualita-
tively, rather than just quantitatively, different from those defining 
previous stages of the child's cognitive evolution. They are genuine 
developmental novelties, not merely more efficient or otherwise improved 
versions of what has already been achieved. It is this aspect of Piage-
tian stages that lends itself particularly well to research and allows 
us to ask detailed questions about the kinds of strategies and cogni-
tive processes children bring to the task of acquiring language. 
Much of what is unique in the writing and observations of Piaget 
was derived from observing his own three children in infancy and child-
hood. These observations, particularly in the child who has not yet 
acquired speech, led Piaget to the conclusion that the primary source 
of knowledge is action (Piaget, 1962, 1969). For the child to know an 
object or to understand any aspect of his environment he must act upon 
it. Consequently the first of Piaget's stages is labelled the sensory-
motor stage and is usually present from birth to eighteen months. Piaget 
(Piaget and Inhelder, 1969) has described what is learned during this 
stage as $Omething resembling a Copernican revolution within the child--
a general decentering process in which the child begins to see himself 
as an object among. others in a universe made up of permanent objects. 
The intelligence which the child manifests is a practical intelligence, 
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not at the level of thought and lacking in representation (Piaget, 
1970). With this level of competence the child is able to act in 
space and grasp for objects. 
During the next level of cognitive development the child enters 
the preoperational stage which is characteri~ed by transductive rea-
soning. Children exhibiting this type of logic assimilate their 
thoughts from the particular to the particular and are not yet cap-
able of either generalisation across the whole or reciprocity between 
parts. The child tends to center on particular aspects of a situation 
or problem. In Piagetian terms the child is assimilating from the 
particular to the particular. Moreover, transductive thinking is 
distorted and irreversible in so far as it is centered on one aspect 
of a problem and will become logical and give rise to a hierarchy of 
nestings and reciprocities in so far as decentration makes throught 
reversible. Growth is manifested in the passage from centration of 
perception to decentration and from egocentrism of thought to logical 
reciprocity (Piaget, 1962). 
An example of reasoning by transduction is seen in the child's 
judgments about why an object floats on water. The preoperational 
child says a large boat floats because it is heavy, a small boat floats 
because it is light, a raft floats because it is flat, while a needle 
floats because it is thin (Beard, 1972). It is obvious that the child 
is not capable of mental comparisons, but instead centers on only one 
feature at a time. 1he resulting judgments lack stability and reversi-
bility and the thinking pattern lacks direction juxtaposing successive 
unrelated explanations. 
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In summarizing the differences between sensory-motor intelligence 
and conceptual intelligence, Piagct (1962) relates that 1) sensory-
motor intelligence links only perceptions and movements without· an over-
all representation dominating the actions. Sensory-motor thinking 
functions like a slow motion film representing one static image after 
another instead of achieving a fusion of the images. 2) sensory-motor 
intelligence aims at success and not at truth. It finds its satisfac-
tion in the achievement of the practical aims pursued and not in recog-
nition or explanation. It is intelligence which is only 'lived' not 
thought. 3) It acts only on real objects as such, on the perceptual 
indices and motor signals and not on the signs, symbols and schemas 
related to them. 4) It is thus essentially individual and lacks the 
social dimensions resulting from the use of signs. 5) It is notre-
versible. Reversibility is defined as the permanent ability of return-
ing to the starting points of the oper~tions in question. 
In order to move from sensory-motor intelligence to conceptual 
thought the child's thinking must be accelerated so that successive 
actions merge into a mobile whole and the child must be able to move 
in both directions based on graded classification and seriation of 
relationships. In other words a system of operations transposing 
exterior actions into mobile, reversible mental actions is necessary. 
In addition an inter-individual coordination of these operations ensur-
ing both general reciprocity of points of view and correspondence between 
the detail of the operations and their results is required. Thought 
must become socialised and integrated into a common, objective reality 
(Piaget, 1962). 
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These requirements are met in the stage of cognitive development 
known as concrete operations. Piaget (1970) defines operations as: 
1. Actions that can be internalized--carried out in 
thought and executed materially. 
2. Reversible, 
3. Under the presupposition of conservation. 
4. Existing within a structure whereby every operation 
is related to a system of operations. 
It is during this period that a child learns about the hierarchy of 
classes and can tell the examiner if there are more roses or flowers 
in a bouquet of mixed flowers. The children of this stage can be ex-
pected to line up in order of height (order of succession problems). 
Also symmetrical relations are understood and a child comprehends the 
meaning of friend, enemy, and/or partner in a game. Two··way classifi-
cation is now understood by the concrete operational child. Proof for 
this is seen in the famous Piagetian experiments with clay whereby the 
child gradually comes to understand that a ball of clay will retain 
the same mass no matter the type of shape into which it is rolled 
(Beard, 1972) 
Finally the stage of formal operations is entered by the child. 
The child capable of formal thought is capable of accepting assump-
tions for the sake of argument. He can make a succession of hypotheses 
which are expressed as propositions and test them, e.g., given a set of 
colorless liquids, he can systematically mix them to find ~hich two may 
be combined to produce a change in color. He is capable of propositional 
thinking and can deal with a multiple (as opposed to a 2 x 2) classifica-
tion system. He looks for general properties to explain causality 
(unlike the child attempting to explain how an object floats on water 
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and attends to only one aspect of the problem). He becomes conscious 
of his own thinking and deals well with a wide variety of complex re-
lations (Beard, 1972). In summary the individual possessing formal 
operations is capable of hypothesis testing and unlike his counter-
parts in the concrete operational stage does not depend on a trial and 
error procedure. He is seeking an all-encompassing law to explain the 
problems he encounters. He is able to structure relations betwee11 
relations (Piaget, 1970). 
The power of formal thinking has been characterised by Ltw81.1 
(1971) as the result of combinatorial ability which makes it possible 
to analyze reality into a set of possible hypothese~. But ccrPbi'lator-
ial power is, in turn, secondary to the still more fundan•ental pror.erty 
of formal thought, namely, the subordination of reHlity u~ possii)j}il-~'· 
Critical evaluation of Piaget. The most searching (j'.E'Sttons .::Jbont 
Piaget' s theory have frequently come frorn within the CtnE'·'•'a:: School 
itself (Cellerier, 1976; Inhelder, 1976). The questions $.p~Jcer to he 
attempts to push the theory in the direction of present psy .... ·holog:tc.:!l 
research dealing with information-processing. 
An excellent case in point is the work of Barbel Inhelder (1976) 
who has over the years evolved a unique research style combining the 
sensitivity of the Piagetian methode clinique_ with an objectivity snd 
precision favored by American experimentalists (Farham-Diggory, 1976). 
The result is a type of analysis that draws her Piagetian studies into 
the information-processing framewo1.·k. 
In reviewing the work of Piaget, Inhelder (1976) notes that the 
Piagetian structures-have been formalited in algebraic form as group-
like structures and ser.1ilattices for the preformal stages of thought and 
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as lattices and groups for the formal stage. The purpose of Inhelder's 
recent work has been to locate the formative mechanisms that can explain 
the transition from one stage to another and to go beyond the present 
structural model to a more dynamic model which specifies the self-
regulatory mechanisms. 
In addition, Inhelder (1976) has found that the relationship 
between the two abstraction processes of assimilation and accommoda-
tion have not been sufficiently studied. In order to learn more about 
this relationship she posits the necessity of designing learning experi-
ments where one may observe or even induce (over time) some c£ the 
crucial moments where something (cognitive) happens. She, like the 
information-processing theorists, notes that i.t is necessary to kncn·J the 
interaction between the knowing subject and the objects to be known. 
In a somewhat different vein Cellerier (1976) ~peculates that if 
Piaget were writing today he might have expressed the reg1.;lc:dt:i.ee hE' 
observed in behavior in terms of formalized schemes (so familia:- tc 
information-processors) and not in terms of the well-!~nc~·m structures. 
These systems would be more easily simulated with a computer because 
they would embody the rulelike components of cognition. But even if 
Piaget were to write in these terms, one would still be left with the 
problem of relating the subject 1 s output in terms of observed intuitive 
concepts and representations as well as of the relationship between 
schemas. And this would mean a structural theory. Cellerier (1976) 
finds, moreover, that Piaget's central concepts are uot sufficiently 
specified in order. to b.e programmable. In an attempt to coordinate 
Piaget's structural approach with an information-processing approach, 
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one must (Cellerier, 1976): 
1. First discover regular relations between selected proper-
ties. 
2. Express these regularities in terms of operations. This 
is not an explanation, but is simply receding under the 
guise of a physical law, a great number of possible situa-
tions. This is stronger than (1) above because the rule 
allo-.;.;rs us to compute what the object will do. The rule 
then, allows the researcher to extend the reconstructions 
to all possible experiments. 
On the other hand, Cellerier takes issue with those who hnvl' 
said that Piaget disregards process while emphasizing the structure 
and evolution of concepts. Cellerier points to Piaget's insistent 
characterization of intelligence as an extension of biological 
adaptation and of schemes as the organs of this adaptation. Inhe.l(tt'l" 
(1976) also points to Piaget's extensive work on the processes of 
assimilation and accommodation as the explanat_ory process 'li7herehy the 
child moves from stage to stage in cognitive development. In actdi-
tion, Piaget' s more recent experiments on conceptualization of schE:Ln•:,s 
and on conflicts between schemes shows a significant trend touards a 
more detailed observation and representation of processes. c~ller!er 
lauds these first efforts and points now to the necessity of speci.:y-
ing how a child moves through a sequence of stages and of specifying 
what produces these successions of rules and concepts. 
As a result of this infirmation-processing approach, the cydlc 
chaining of external observations and internal coordinations is cmpi'n·· 
sized in Piaget's more recent work. New learning experiments are now 
designed so that researchers observe not the coordination process 
itself, but a close series of snapshots of its effects: how the schemes 
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are decomposed; what are the successive recombinations that are regen-
erated and tried out; what are the guiding constraints their genera-
tions are subjected to (Cellerier, 1976). 
This extension of Piaget's work leads one to believe that we do 
not store our representations as permanently organized maps. Rather 
we actively reconstruct the maps from sets of stored cues whenever we 
have a particular problem to solve. In the process we use relevant 
cues we may have accumulated since the last reconstruction. By gener-
ating the extension of certain rules, a child can discover new prop-
erties of the environment. These newly discovered properties serve to 
invent new rules that can then be used to discover the new properties. 
The cycle stops when nothing new is generated. Viewed from this per-
spective, Piaget's stages are only after-the-fact descriptions of the 
results of an evolving process. It is at this point--at the completion 
of a stage--that the stages of Piaget and the cognitive map of the in-
formation processor come closest to each other. 
Cellerier (1976) cautions, however, that the characterization of 
cognitive growth as a cyclic chain of external observations and internal 
coordinations gives rise to an over-simplified picture of development as 
a parallel evolution of cognitive categories, each composed of a neat 
filiation of progressively stronger structures. This neat picture is 
complicated by the discovery tha~ many different schemas and concepts 
may be applied by the child to the same problems, and that the differ-
ent cognitive categories seem to evolve at slightly different rates. 
The net result is that lateral interactions between precursors 
appear at the decomposition and recombination level. These interactions 
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take place between elements that are heterogeneous in two ways: 
They originate from different categories 
Their degrees of completion are not necessarily the same. 
Thus a more dynamic picture of Piaget's stages of development now 
incorporates vertical relations (intracategory filiations), hori-
zontal ones (intercategory lateral interactions), and oblique ones 
(interactions between elements of different operatory levels). Such 
interactions make any simple Guttman Scale of cognitive. development 
an impossibility. Rather our impression is of a mosaic, multifaceted 
cognitive growth pattern which is dynamic and changing at all times. 
Piaget and language. Historically, Piaget 's first thinking 
about children and language was encapsulated in a book The Language 
and Thought of the Child (1926). In it he questioned children of 
preschool age and distinguished between egocentric and sor.ialized 
language in young children. His method was to listen to th.:: child-
ren talk and to ask them questions about what they said. 
But by his own admission (1969), Piaget largely abandoned th:i.A 
language-based form of investigation when he observed that the naLure 
of sensory-motor intelligence developed before the acquisition of 
language. Piaget concluded that the roots of thought are to be found 
in actions which become the basis of reflective abstraction (Piaget, 
1970). He concluded that as the child acts upon his environment, the 
symbolic (or semiotic) functions develops. Symbolic functioning is a 
general process and can be defined as the capacity to represent reality 
through the intermediary of signifiers. This general symbolic process 
eneomp.as~es representational thought which in turn e.ncompasses gestur-
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ing, sign language, deferred imitation, drawing, painting, modeling 
and mental imagery. But the most important of these symbolic funct1.ons 
is language. 
The distinction between language and other forms of representa-
tional thought is that language uses signs (words) which are arbi-
trary and have no resemblance to that which they represent. Gestures, 
drawing, and mental imagery do bear a resemblance to what they repre-
sent and Piaget refers to these representations as symb6ls (Piaget, 
1962). Langu.age, thus, is intimately linked to cognitive structures 
but also has a place apart. In much symbolic behavior, the subject 
can invent his own symbols and his own rules, but to eommunicate ver-
bally, he has to use the language of his community. Language is not 
only a means of communicating and representing what is known; it is 
also an object to be known and a highly complex object at that. On 
the one hand language belongs to a class of typically human behaviors 
that imply meaningful representation and are therefore dependent on 
cognitive functioning (representational thought). On the other hand, 
language is a productive system that combines meaningful symbols accord-, 
ing to rules. Rules must be acquired and applied in talking and under-
standing and this is in itself a cognitive activity (Sinclair, 1975). 
Piaget (1969) speaks of a logic more profound than the logic 
attached to language and which appears well before the logic of propo-
sitions. This is the logic of coordination of actions seen in the 
concrete operations of classes, relations and numbers together with 
their parallel infra-logical structures. These operatiorts'develop 
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between the ages of seven and twelve years when thinking is closely 
tied to the manipulation of objects. During this time verbal compre-
hension appears separate from concrete reasoning. Piaget concedes 
that language may be a necessary condition for the achievement of 
logical structures (at the stage of formal thought), but will not 
concede that it is a sufficient condition of logical opera,tions. 
Moreover, Piaget believes (Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1967) that operations 
go beyond language and that language is incapable of expressing as-
pects of nonverbal thought. 
Despite these warnings, however, Sinclair (1970) warns that any 
study of language acquisition should take into account Piaget's theory 
of cognitive development. She notes that certain sentence patterns 
are not understood and cannot be used appropriately before adequate 
cognitive development has taken place. She also not:es that the diffi-
culty in such studies in determining whether a linguistic formation 
is hard for the child to understand and/or produce because of its sur-
face structure in a particular language or whether it is difficult 
because it is an expression that is attached to a basic concept that 
the child has not yet acquired. 
Emp~rical support for Piaget's theory. Piaget's position has 
been accepted by a number of researchers in the field. Roger Brown 
(1973b) reviewed much of the evidence concerning word order in young 
children's speech and concluded that Piaget's sensory-motor intelli-
gence may be the cornerstone upon which children begin combining words 
in the first stages of languge development. But he reserved final 
judgment until more evidence from different languages is available. 
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Bowerman (197/+a) noted that young children do not use indirect 
objects in their speech and suggest that this could be accounted for 
in a Piagetian framework. She notes that in order to produce strings 
including both a verb and indirect object the child should have at 
least a rudimentary ability to handle two underlying propositions 
which show a relationship between a causative action and an effect. 
She postulates that the reason children do not say sentences like "put 
hat on" or "come eat pablum" although they are capable of three word 
utterances, is that they do not have in mind the two halves of the: 
causative paradigm; an act upon a patient and the change of state or 
location which the patient undergoes. The young ~hild can express 
agent, action, patient, effect, but are not ready to join these togeth-
er in this way because they are not yet capable of making transforma-
tions from "come eat" and "eat pablum" to "come eat pablum." 
Bowerman (1974a) cautions that the child's presumed awareness of 
a causal relationship between act1on and effect should not be directty 
written into the deep structure representation of the child's early 
utterances. If this is done, developmental processes which may inter-
vene between cognitive awareness and linguistic structures will be 
missed. 
S1obin (1971) came.to much the same conclusion but in reference 
to the notion of space. Piaget found that the concept of topological 
space (in, on) is acquired before the concept of Euclidean spac~ (in 
front Of, below, beside), while the most C.Omplex spatial relat1.0nS, 
(along, through) are acquired last. The same pattern was found in 
children's language acquisition. 
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r Sinclair-de-Zwart (1967) found language followed thought 
development among older children. She studied the use of dimensional 
language and relational terms as it celated to conservation and seria-
tion among children in the preoperational and concrete operational 
stage. She found no difference between these two groups in the com-
prehension·of the tasks, but there were striking differences in the 
children's expression of language. The children with conservation 
used differentiated terms for different dimensions. For instance, in 
describing two different pencils, the conserving child w.)uld say that 
"This one is shorter and thicker, but that one is longer and thinner . .: 
But the nonconserving child would state that "This one is hig. That 
one is little." 
She found that of children \-lith conservation, 707o used nd e.-
tional terms for the description of different numbers wnereas of tho.:;e 
children without conservation, 90% used absolute terms. G[ ddlJren 
with conservation 80/~ used differentiate.d terms to descrlhe djf.fer~ni: 
dimensions. Children without conservation either described only one 
dimension or used separate sentences dealing first with length and then 
with width. She concluded that there was an observed difference in the 
• 
use of qescriptive patterns between the preoperational and concrete 
operational children which had a strong association with the ability to 
conserve and seriate. 
In this same experiment the children who could not conserve were 
later taught the expressions of comparison, differentiation and coordi-
nated des(':>:tption of difference in two dimensions of the type used by 
conservers in the original experiment. The researchers found great 
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difficulty in teaching the structures of coordinated description and 
the use of comparatives although it was easy to teach the use of 
differentiated terms. But when the children were. then examined on 
the Piagetian questions again, very few children (10%) made progress 
in achieving conservation or seriation. 
She concluded that a distinction must be made between lexical 
acquisition and the ability to manipulate complex syntactical struc-
tures. Syntax appears to be more closely related to operational devel-
opment than does lexical acquisition, and operat1.on md linguistic 
development parallel one another. In addition operator-like words 
(more, less, as much as, none) form a· class apart whose correct use is 
also very closely linked to operativity. She suggests that lack of de--
centratlon and the incapacity to coordinate is the basis for the claild-
ren's problems not only with the conservation problems, but with the 
language structuring as well. Ghuman and Girling (1974) replicated 
·the findings of Sinclair. 
Peisach (1973) conducted a similar study with more stringent 
statistical controls. • She also found significant correlations between 
the scores on conservation of quantity and the associated use of dimen-
sional language. She too noted that children used less mature dimen-
sional language on the conservation task than on the language task. She 
found the hypothesis that comprehension of dimensional language is a 
necessary but not sufficient condition for the development on conserva-
tion was supported for receptive language, but not supported for the 
expressive use of dimensional language. She also found that compre-
hension of dimensional terms is a necessary, but not sufficient, 
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condition for the development of conservation of number as well as 
continuous quantities. She did note, however,that there was a decrease 
in the correlation between language measures and.conservation as a func-
tion of age and socio·zconomic status and suggested that this might be 
related to the importance of other factors related to schooling as the 
child grew older. 
Koff (1972) conducted a similar study, but looked at the concept 
of more, less and middle-size. She too, found suggestive eviqenc.:: for 
a contingent relationship between physical concept and the linguistic 
comparative. Moreover, there was a virtual non-occurence of the lin-
guistic structure being present in the absence of a demonstr~tion of 
the concept. 
Hanes (1973) loO'ked at .the relationship between perforr::.::mcc oa 
Piagetian tasks and the use of function words such as now, because .. 
when:. and any. He found a significaul. inverse relationship benwen 
. children's performance on coaservation and the omission of functio:~ 
words when children were asked to repeat sentences containing functioa 
words. 
McCauley found (1973) that 'don't' co~ands without cognitive 
' . 
problems were most frequently comprehended by all children and ~place-
ment' commands without cognitive problems were next most frequently 
understood commands. But perfonnance on both of these types of comr-
mands declined significantly when an additional cognitive problem was 
introduced. Her findings suggest that the children had mastered the 
linguistic st~uctures of these commands but that this mastery was de-
pendent ou the cognitive content of the sentence. Dimensi-onality 
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commands were significantly more difficult for all children regard-
less of the presence of a cognitive problem. She concluded that lin-
guistic and cognitive skills do not develop independently and that 
cognition is the developmental basis of language comprehension. 
Wiig and Semmel (1974) found significant increases in correct 
responses to co:nparati v~ passive) temporal> spatial and familial re la-
tionships during the first five grades, but a stabilization of per-
formance between grades five and eight. They noted that improvements 
occurred in logico-grammatical sentence co:npreheusion throughout the 
concrete operational level of development and noted the stabiliza-
tiori of performance during the age period of normal t'!:"ans it :i_on from 
concrete to abstract operations. They also noted that th;:;ir fi.DdLn.:::;s 
closely paralleled those of Piaget' and Inhelder. 
The comprehension of the passive construction has c-us0 recci. -:red 
considerable attention. Beilin and Spontak (1969) investigated the 
relationship between reversibility on seriation and classifi_c.-lti"n 
tasks and the comprehension of passive sentences. They found that in 
kindergarten poor performance on reversibility tasks was associated 
with poor comprehension of passive sentences. In first grade a higher 
level of reversibility was found, but comprehension of passive senten-
ces was still poor. In second grade, on the other hand, there was a 
high correlation between the comprehension of passives and reversibil-
ity. They suggested that this might! indicate a lag in development 
such that the cognitive structure for reversibility is established 
before the language structure for passives catt be attained. 
Sinclair et al. (1970) tested children's comprehension of the 
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t passive in three languages (French~ German, and English). They foand 
that all the children had difficulty with the verb follow. The per-
centages of successes on different verbs was the. same in all three 
languages and for all age-groups and in all languages there was the 
same hierarchy of difficulty according to the verb used. Break wa.q 
easiest for the children, followed by kno:::k do·wn, wash, pusg and finally 
~· They concluded that the striking and unexpected similarity of 
results in three languagES lends plausibility to the hypothesis that a 
general cognitive factor influences the acquisition process. 
Without examining the children's performance on Piagetian tasks, 
Sinclair hypothesized that the ability to transform active into passive 
sentences was primarily a function of having attained reversible op-:!-:·&." 
tions. Children between three and five years of age are incapable of 
decentering in thought and can see action only from the agent's point 
of view. The younger child is also incapable of understanding hcYioJ ~ 
s-enteQce may be handled in two different ways (active and passiv~ ·.;oic.__). 
With the beginning of a capacity _to consider an event from .two dif'!:'.::,rc.;::t 
points o.f view, success .ii\ _cpmprehend~ng tne passi-ve construction ir.ltE·o;r.,;_c:;, 
They concluded that success in understanding tne reversible passive sen-
tences is possible only when the child's .cognitive ·development has pro·-
sressed to the level where :the chi~d is capable of ~onsi,c;lering an event 
fr~ two different points of view. Sinclair (1971b) notes that the 
,_fQ;Ud begint? to reflect about language at the beginning of the concrete 
~+~r~tions period and als.o becomes able to conserve the semantic .content 
of. ap utterance while changing its form. 
Hutson (1971) compared the relationship between the comprehension 
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of active and passive sentences with class inclusion, conservation of 
substance and weight, and a sorting test. Class inclusion was found 
not to be stroagly related to syntactical com;:>rehension, but conserva-
tion was found to be highly correlated. Hutson concluded that logic 
may be related in different ways to vocabulary, syntax, and verbal 
fluency. Syntax (the organization of elements in a sentence) was felt 
to have an appreciable relationship withwgic during this period of 
development. It was suggested that syntactical competence and conser.·-
vation both involve the ability t:o keep simultaneously in mind various 
aspects of a situation and to coordinate them. 
Model III: Lan81-!age and Thought Are Independently Influ~oced by Develop-
ment 
Noam Chomsky and his students (especially Davi.d HcNeilll are most 
influential in this school of thought. They theorize that because lanA· 
guage appears to develop with so little outside encouragr~mfmt and has 
·many cotrunon characteristics across linguistic cornnmnities, that language 
must be innate and could be. considered apart from a consideratl.on of 
cognition. But before reviewing this portion of the theory in depth, 
some additional background ts desirable. 
The import of much of N. ChCfsky's (1965) WQ.rk resides i.rt his 
attempts to construct a mathematical theory of language which conta1ns 
a finite set of rules capable of generat1.ng all of the infinite set of 
grammatically correct utterances possible in a language and none of the 
incorrect utterances. The adult user of language learns to distinguish 
the grammatical from the ungrammatical utterance and this ability is 
referred to as the linguistic competence of the language user. One's 
competence with a language allows the speaker to use the language by 
relating sounds to meaning within a set of rules. The speaker's entire 
body of knowledge about the grammatical system is referred to as the 
user's competence. Performance, on the other hand, is the actual be-
havior which may be affected by a number of other variables. 
Chomsky refers to three levels of grammatical knowledge .. These 
are phonology, syntax, and semantics. Pho~ology is related to the se-
mantic coraponent by syntax. Put another way, syntax is the system of 
rules which relates the deep structure (semantics) of language to the 
surface structure (phonology). Chomsky also makes clear that linguis-
tic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker-listener in a 
completely homogeneous speech community who knows the language perfect-
ly and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as 
memory limitations, distractioas) etc. 
Chomsky and some of his stud.ents (McNeil, 1970) have posited an 
innate language acquisition device (LAD) to account for the rapidi t:: 
with which language is learned by children. Under such a theory a 
child needs very little exposure to language in order to learn to speak 
because the mechanisms for language learning are in.nate. In addition, 
Chomsky posits that the learning mecha~ism by which language is acquired 
is hypothesis testing. The child tests various structures and waits for 
feedback from the environment to detet111ine if an utterance is grammatical-
ly accurate. 
Criti~al evaluation of Chom8ky. Chomsky's positio~ has recently 
come under fire from Brm.m and Hanlon (1970) who found that parents 
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rarely correct grammar in their children'g speech. Rather they re-
spond to the truthfulness of an utterance. In addition, Lenneberg 
(1967) cites the case of a disarthd.c boy (one who understand lan-
guage, but cannot speak) who was never corrected. but understood 
language very well and had even learned to read. 
Schlesinger (1975) in reviewing the stand of researchers at the 
present time found a range of opinions. Bloom (1970) made the cau-
tious admission that the question of how grammar is learned remains 
to be investigated. McNeill (1970) makes a much more far-reaching 
conclusion that since deep structures cannot be learned, they m;tst 
be part of the innate equipment of the child requiring only rnatm:a,· 
tion and a suitable environment to become fully operative. 
Slobin (1966) was among the first to fault G~omsky's thcc.rics. 
He found that the comprehension of certain sentences could be pre-
dicted by taking into account only linguistic factors. But contrary 
to the thinking of the transformational linguists, synta<.:tically 
simple negatives took more ·time to process than the relatively mo"t"c 
complex passives. He concluded that psychological factors ~ould have 
to be included in order to account for the performance of young 
subjects. Particularly semantic and psychological factors would have 
to be included with syntax to account for his findings. 
Wright (1969) found that passive voice sentences were not as 
difficult to interpret as the linguists predicted when both sentence 
and question had the same voice. Wright interpreted this as evidence 
that 1ist'eners do not always transform the sentences after hearing 
them, and also suggests that people do not normally carry out such 
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processing as an integral part of understanding all sentences. More-
over, the low error rate in the passive condition (which was expected 
to be the most difficult condition) shows clearly· that the match-
mismatch variation has a greater effect on error than does the active-
passive variable. It appears clear that people do not necessarily have 
to transform sentences in order to understand them. 
Ivimey (1975) reviewed the research and concluded that contrary 
to Chomsky's position, children do not approach language acquisition 
with apriori ideas about what features of language models they hear 
are important and must be learned. Nor do they know in advance what 
is locally irrelevant. It appears that they make a set of hypotheses 
and rules to guide their own utterances. Ivirney objected to Chomsky's 
asserEion that before a sentence can be understood,. the l i;nr•:·1~r must 
first assign to it the correct phrase marker This is felt to be un-
necessary; children initially understand what they have leat:n.ed. The 
·development of grammatical intuition follows learning. 
Bowerman (1973) also faulted Chqmsky's thinking as it rel3:es to 
child language. From het" research of American and Finnish children she 
concluded that the child first operates with semantic concepts and later 
learns that these semantic relations are rule-governed. Semantic rela-
tions create a syntacti.c mold and semantic relations are ca-st into it, 
but not without a certain amount of reinterpretation. She also ques-
tions the wisdom of adopting grammars which force the researcher t.o 
postulate that certain ~oncepts are functional in the child's competence 
from the beginning. In addition, she questioned the h:i,.erarchical rela-
tionships postulated by the tran$formational grammar people. Particularly 
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in the language of young children, Bowerman found no evidence for 
hierarchies. 
Bowerman also called into question the prevailing practice of 
using one set of rules to describe both the production and comprehen-
sion of language. While such practice may be applicable to an 'ideal 
speaker-listener', it is questionable when there is a large 'discrepancy 
between what a person can understand and what he can produce flS in true 
of children. Moreover, important regularities are obsct:red about the 
way in which a child learns to .comprehend and to produce sentences and 
how these two abilities are related to each other in various stages of 
development. 
Bloom (1970) criticised the psycholinguis t' s fascination >-a th 
syntactic $tructures at the expense of ·se~ntic knovJlcdge. 13y failiae, 
to look at the context in which.an utterance is used, thP. psycholin-
guists failed to note that many of the early two--word. utter.sr;C('S n·igb.~ 
be used by the child to ask/demand/explain different situations. For 
instance, "mommy sock" might mean, "Mommy get my sock," 11 Th is is M<)111!ny' s 
$Ock," or "Monmy look at the sock." When the context is analyzed then: 
is every indication that the child has an even greater grasp of gram-
matical relations than was originally thought. The implication is that 
language is only a manifestation of what is known and perhaps an ex-
pression of a broader cognitive structure. (This has been Piaget: s , 
and Sinclair's position for some time.) 
F. Smith (1975) reviewed the work of Chomsky and questioned 
whether any grammar will work independently of meaning. Tbere is reason 
to believe that grammar cannot be regarded as a close4 system, unr~lated 
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to any other aspect of thought. Smith points out in addition, that 
meaning often takes priority over grammar and the determination about 
whether or not a sentence is grammatical is determined by its meaning-
fulness. A more recent approach is that of the generative semanticist 
who argues that the rules of language must be rooted in meaning and re-
lated to m·~aning in all their operations. The syntax that determines 
the shape of our language is based not on how ~vords can be put togethct 
with grammatical rules at the level of surface structure, but on how 
concepts are related at the deeper level of thought. The meaning of an 
utterance involves much more than the words spoken; it dep~nds on the 
entire situation, verbal and nonverbal, in which t:he utte•:anee is made. 
Parallels Between Linguists and Psychologists 
Despite the criticisms of Chomsky's work, there an:! c:n:eas of 
mutual concern between the linguists and the psychologists. F::tr;:~l1cls 
are particularly evident in the work of Piaget and Noar:t Cho1r.sky. I:s~ 
pecially striking is the concept of transformations for both w:rit·ers. 
Piaget finds that the most elementary knowledge is based upon trar:sfor-
mations which may proceed in two directions; from surface to deep struc·· 
ture and from deep to surface structure. The transformational grammar-
ians use only the latter type of transformation to explain language. 
Piaget speaks to the relationship between the 'schema' and the structure 
of the external act. A parallel may be found in Chomsky's concern for 
deep and surface structure in language. Deep structures for both gross 
motor and linguistic acts may be seen as relatively stable and possibly 
as cognitive and linguistic universals. But transformational rules, the 
derived surface structures and the external acts differ because they are 
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sobject to culture-specific? act-specific ·and idiosyncratic variables 
(Moerk, 1975). Piaget (1970) has commented on the similarity between 
transformational grammar and the operations of intelligence. But he 
takes issue with Chomsky's assertion that the kernel of reason on 
which a grammar of language is constructed is innate. Piaget would 
tnsist that such questions must be referred to research. 
Sinclair (197lc) has commented extensively upon the parallels 
between the two. She notes that Piaget has found the child at the 
sensori-motor stage can order temporally and spatially; he can classify 
in action (he can use a category of objects for the same action, or ap-
ply a category of action-schemas to one object) and he can ~elate 
objects and actions to actions. The linguistic equivalents of these 
are concatentation (linking whole words together) categorizaLion (the 
major categories of subject, noun phrase, verb phrase, etc.), and 
functional grammatical relation (subject of, object of). TI1ese are the 
main operations of the base of the syntactic component which character-
izes a highly restricted set of elementary structures from which actual 
sentences are constructed by transformational rules. Sinclair (197lc) 
also notes a convergence between the rules of Chomsky and the sensori-
motor coordinations of Piaget. In particular recursiveness as the 
basic factor that explains the potentiality of producing an infinite 
number of utterances from a finite set of rules has a parallel in the 
circular reactions (noted by Piaget) of the infant and the embedding of 
schemas to which they lead has deep-rooted psychological roots. Both 
men are also nonempiricists. Both deal in underlying structures that 
can be formalized. Both deal with competence rather than performance. 
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But they are dissimilar in an important way. In Piaget's work 
symbolic play, images and gestures, etc. are linked by a common frame-
work, but they do not form a system. Language, by contrast, is struc-
tured into a system and although it is a way of representing what is 
known, it is itself an object to be known. The child has to infer 
regularities and rules and arrive at an interiorized grammar that w-t.ll 
enable him to construct and understand an unlimited number of sentences 
in the mother tongue. 
The points of convergence between the two theories is presently 
a subject of much discussion with much of the research centeY.i.ng on 
the use of dimensional language (Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1967; Ghl.lman and 
Girling, 1974; Peisach, 1973; Koff, 1972); function words (Hanes, 1973), 
early language development (R. Brown, 1973; Bloom, 1970; Bowerman, 1')73; 
Slobin, 1971) a.nd the passive construction (Beilin and Spontak, 1!7-69~ 
Sinclair, 1970, 197lc; Hutson, 1971). All of these writers hypothesizffJ 
a relationship between thought and language. The conclusions ranged 
from the cautious admission by Bloom and Hutson that a relationship is 
obvious but that the direction is still unclear, to the declarations of 
Sinclair (1975) that language and cognition can be clearly separated in 
only one sense i.md thai:· is that intelligence can develop without language, 
ht1. r the revers<~ :i.s never true. 
_9~_:.-cl_~~.9E.!.0':~s Lir:g;uistic Research_ 
Tlw present fascination with the relationship between thought and 
languase bc.s not al\\'ays been the case. After the publication of N. 
Chomsky's fu>pects of the Theory of Syntax (1965) the emphasis was on 
describiu,g la11guage development in children without reference to a 
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child's environment or his cognitive development which were felt to be 
extraneous factors unrelated to the ideal speaker-listener of N. 
Chomsky's theory and the competence/performance qistinction he estab-
lished. 
An important example of research carried out within this f::-ame-
work is that of Carol ~homsky (1969, 1972) which investigated the lan-
guage development of children between the ages of five and ten. Her 
purpose was to determine the syntactic di.fficulty of certain utteran-
ces and the nature of the language acquisition process by ascertaining 
which sentences were acquired first and which are acquired L.1!:eJ..4 by tlw 
child and in this way to determine the syntactic complexl.ty of the 
structures in question (1969). C. Chomsky also wished tn r;l-,r'"i t;1f1t: 
unlike popular theory of the time (Menyuk, 1963, 1969), :.:::,·r1tzct:i:.: d..:,. 
velopment was not completed by the time the child reac!wc! five ye~rs c·f 
age. C. Chomsky's research did overturn much of this tf:.lnkin.6 o::~CC.lWEc 
she showed that there were a number of structures which w2r~ -~·t:~:·y ~:. ffi-· 
cult for children even up to the age of ten years. Today's w~itcYs 
assure us that sentences which involve transformation of the S'.lDj'C!ct,. 
verb-object order, passive, promise and easy to see, and causativ<::· and 
conjunctive elements continue to be difficult for children through 
adolescence (Sanders, 1971; Menyuk, 1971; Noval, 1974). 
In her research C. Chomsky postulated (1969) that structures 
which would be acqucred late were those which: 
1. Deviate from widely established patterns in the languape. 
2. Have a surface structure that is relatively inexplicit 
with respect to grammatical relationships. 
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3. The linguist finds it difficult to incorporate into a. 
thorough description. 
Difficulty in interpreting grammatical relationships is determined 
by the presence of certain conditions. These are: 
A. The true grammatical relations which hold among the words 
in a sentence are not expressed directly in the surface 
·Structure. 
B. The syntactic structure associated with a particular 
word is at variance with a general pattern in the lan-
guage. 
C. A conflict exists between two of the potential syntactic 
structures associated with a particular verb. 
D. Restrictions on a grammatical operation apply under cer-
tain limited conditions only (p. 6-8). 
An example where true grammatical relations are not expressed J.r, 
the surface structure (A) is seen in the juxtaposition of: 
a. John is easy to see. 
b. John is eager to see. 
The listener needs more complex syntactic knowledge to interpr·~t (a) 
above. The easy to see sentence may be interpreted that it is ec;::;:y to 
see John or that John is easily seen. Unlike eager to see which fe>lloH.:-; 
a recognized pattern (John is happy to see, John is quick to see; .John 
is trying to see, etc.) the listener must resolve the surface structure 
ambiguity by a more thorough analysis of the intended deep structure 
(meaning) of the sentence. 
B. n1e syntactic structure associated with a particular 
'Word is at variance with a general pattern in the lan-
guage. 
If one looks at the sentence: 
John told Bill to leave 
one Hnds it to be a command verb which is consistent with the general 
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pattern in the English language and the complement verb ~ relates 
to the main clause object (Bill). 
But ~n a sentence using a request verb such as: 
John g~~~~d Bill to leave 
the complement verb may be interpreted as relating to the main clause 
scbject or object. Thus John may be seen as begging to leave or as 
trying to persuade Bill to leave. Because of the possible conflicting 
interpretations, request verbs should be more difficult to interpret 
than command verbs. 
Finally the verb promise is in a different class. In the sen-
tence: ,.John promised Bill to leave", only John can be interpreted as 
leaving. In this sentence the complement verb relates only to the main 
clause subject. 
C. Chomsky hypothesized that all of the sentences (told, asked, 
promised) could be explained by what she termed the Minimal Distance 
Principle (MDP) which states that the implicit subject of the complemen~. 
verb is the noun phrase most closely preceding it. Verbs like tell (as 
well as persuade, encourage, order, permit, allow, urge, etc.) follow 
the rule consistently and should be acquired first. A sentence using 
promise consistently violates the principle and so should be acquired 
next. But request verbs like asked and begged, when used in violation 
of the MDP should be acquired later because they are an inconsistent ex-
ception to the rule. 
Such inconsistent exceptions to the rule (ask, beg) are examples 
of (C) above which states that: 
A conflict exists between two of the potential syntactic 
structures associated with a particular verb. 
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She noted that to interpret this type sentence,. the listener must con-
sider the lexical character of the main verb and the greater the 
variety of structural configurations which may be associated with the 
main verb, the more complicated the sentences should be. 
Chomsky's study gave support for her hypothesis. Easy to see ted~ 
ed to be acquired after promise and the hypothesized increase in ability 
to dea.l with the Minimal Di.stance Principal was confirfiled. But from 
this early work it was not possible to shmv a cons:i st:;;nt: developmental 
hierarchy. Rather, it appeared more likely th3t a child Hho succeeclf-:d 
on one construction tended to succeed with a11 of the others as well 
(C. Chomsky, 1969, p. 117). 
Carol Chomsky's original rese.:trch g.:!ne:t·ate<i a gcent dc:1l of <Jddi-
tional research and much questioning ab011t tE'~hniquc. ~~ar:d<::rs (1971) 
found that 21 of 40 adults had difficulty with the ask-tell c.;;n~1rdJeitsi:x1 
problems like those posed by Chomsky and concluder'\ thai;: tE~rrGs like adtJ.lt 
·English, adult language, or adult grammar were mislear!i:-.g t..ccause ::::yn· 
tactic forms attributed to adults are not always unden;toad by the adull 
population. She also found that the erro~were not random, but th~t 80% 
of the errors were in incorrect construction of the verb ask. 
Cromer (1970) looked in a more detailed fashion at the ~sy_!~~~ 
construction. His findings generally upheld those of C. Chomsky, but he 
asked if the problem of a subject/object interpretation of a sentence in 
"Joln is easy to see" could be more accurately characterized in Piagetian 
tet~s as a difficulty in moving from egocentric thought to decentration 
in thinki~. A child might partly decenter to the doll's viewpoint and 
find the doll hard to see since others are believed by children to be 
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r unable to see when the object's eyes are covered. Or a young child 
might believe that it is necessary to see the eyes of another person 
in order to feel that it is easy to see them. He asked that if pro-
gressively less and less of the doll were covered by a cloth, at what 
point would one change to saying that the doll is "easy to see". 
In his research he varied the nature of the adjective and con-
sidered them to be of three types: 
1. Adjectives like 'glad' (John is glad to see) 
in which the surface and deep subjects coin-
cide and the subject is doing the seeing. 
2. Adjectives like easy and hard (John is easy 
to see, John is hard to see) which indicate 
that someone other than the surface subject 
is the actor. In this case the adjective re-
lates to the object. 
3. Adjectives like nice or bad (John is nice to 
see~ John is bad to see) in which the adjec-
tive is ambiguous and can be interpreted as 
relating to either the subject or object. 
Cromer found a developmental hierarchy whereby the child first 
interpreted the sentences on the basis of a primitive rule which identi-
fied the deep subject as being the surface subject. An intermediate 
group of children gave mixed answers, with some sentences correctly 
interpreted and others incorrectly interpreted. The most advanced 
group answered correctly on a consistent basis and knew when to abandon 
the subject adjective and give the object adjective interpretation 
instead. 
Cromer also found that a very inconsistent picture of the results 
was obtained when answers were compared only with the child's chrono .. 
logical age. But a· clearer picture emerged using the Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary Test to divide the children. All children below a mental age 
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of 5:7 were either primitive rule users or in the intermediate stage., 
but predominantly the former. All children with a mental age between 
5:9 and 6:6 were in the intermediate stage. Almost all children above 
6:8 answered the questions in a consistently correct fashion. Cromer 
found that individual words were not troublesome to the children. But 
rather the difficulty was in learning to break the old rule which con-
sistently l'llatched surface structure to deep structure. In addition, 
Cromer posed the interesting (and at that time unique) question of 
"why" and. "how" children move from one rule to another. 
In a different study Kessel (1970), unlike Chomsky, studied the 
eager to see structure in which deep and surface structures are the 
same. Using a simulated hide-and-seek game, he asked the child to re-
spond to eight declarative sentences. Half were of the form "Lucy was 
sure to see," and half were of the form "Lucy was impossible to see. 11 
Like Cromer (above) he also characterized the children as having little 
difficulty with sentences in which the deep and surface structure sub-
jects are the same. But he found that children did, have problems whe·:1 
surface and deep structure subjects were not congruent. He found er.rrn:s 
made in this type of sentence to be manifested in the assignment of the 
incorrect subject to the infinitive verb. He also argued that the 
blindfold utilized in C. Chomsky's study was an unnecessarily distract-
ing cue and the poor performance of the children on this task may be 
attributed to the fact that younger children did not recognize the 
blindfold as irrelevant to the question, "Is the doll easy to see?" 
Kessel's results correlated highly with those of Chomsky (1969) ~ 
The major difference was that Kessel's subjects tended to achieve 
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various stages at somewhat earlier ages. ·Kessel, like Carol Chomsky, 
found an invariant and non-transitive sequence in the children's 
acquisition of ask and tell. 
Cambon and Sinclair (1973) also reviewed and extended the easy to 
see research using a Piagetian framework. They hypothesized and found 
support for their assumption that there is a qualitative difference in 
the reasons given by an eight year old child who says a doll is easy to see 
and those reasons given by a six or seven year old child. The younger 
child has difficulty decentering. He supposes that the agent of the 
verb "to see" can only be himself. A later regression occurs when the 
child is learning the grammatical relationships necessary to interpret 
a question on both a semantic and syntactic level. At one moment the 
child puts himself in place of the doll who is blindfolded and con-
siders the difficulty of the action of seeing while one's eyes are shut. 
At another moment he focuses on the contrast between vl.sible and invis-
ible parts of the doll without being able to coordinate the two differ~ 
ent points of view. Cognitive conflict erupts between seeing somebody 
who can be seen but cannot see and this is a step forward from the 
attitude of the younger child who simply considers that if there is 
~eing to be done, it is he himself who does it. The oscillation between 
the two viewpoints gives rise to conflicting subject-object answers. 
For the oldest subjects there is a cognitive resolution of the conflict 
and a linguistic resolution. Older children understand that meanings 
can be expressed in different ways. 
And, indeed, Cambon and Sinclair did find an irregular. increase in 
the number of correct responses with age. There was a dee.rease in the 
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number of correct responses between five and six years, followed by an 
increase in correct responses at seven and eight years. They concluded 
that, in line with Piaget's studies, the child is first capable of apply-
ing a specific thought pattern to a limited area of problems and as the 
cognitive processes develop, the child's thought patterns are encompas-
sing ever-widening contents. This creates a conflict between the new 
and old ways of structuring language, and a temporary regression in syn-
tactic c~n?ztence is the result. But Cambon and Sinclair stopped short 
of comparing the children on Piagetian tasks. Although they found an 
interesting curvilinear pattern in language development, there was no 
attempt .to correlate this with the acquisition of conscrvatic;tJ, seria-
tion; etc. 
Possibly as a result of the discussion which followed th~ public<t-
tion of her study in 1969, Carol Chomsky enlarged upon her origin::tl 
study (1972). In this later study she initially tested the childt-en on 
nine different sentence structures and found that five* of these were 
acquired by the children is an invariant sequence and formed a nearly 
perfect ~Jtman Scale with only five responses of 100 not falling into 
the intransitive pattern. 
Unlike the first study (1969) when C. Chomsky explained the struc-
tures to be tested in terms of linguistic rules, this study (1972) notes 
that there is no experimental work available to determine why easy to 
~has been such a stable indicator of grammatical development. Rather 
it was included as the first structure simply because it is such a stable 
measure of linguist~c growth. In addition, no blindfold was used to 
*Of the .. other :tour discarded,· some were too easy (known by all the chil~­
ren), others ware too difficult (known by only a few of the children) and 
othe~s elicited only scattered respo~ses irrelevant to the study. 
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distract the children. 
On the other hand, promise and ask are included on theoretical 
grounds (discussed earlier ) and were felt to demonstrate the MDP. 
Finally, two other sentences which asked the child to determine 
the missing verb referent were added. These are: 
a. Mother scolded Gloria for answering the phone, 
and I would have done the same. 
b. Mother scolded Gloria for answering the phone> 
although I would have done the same. 
Chomsky notes that she was happily surprised that these two sentences 
turned out to·be stable indicators. During the planning stage, the 
although sentences were anticipated to be the difficult ones, and and 
had been included only for contrast. But both sentences were difficult 
for children to interpret and were scored as follows. In the although 
sentences, the child had to choose the referent of done the sarae, ,.,hi le 
at the same time choosing the far candidate verb for and. In other 
·words. sentence (a) would be scored correct if interpreted without error. 
But sentence (b) would be scored as correct only if both (a) and (b} 
were interpreted without errors. 
Chomsky also extended her study be comparing the children's re-
sponses with scores on intelligence tests (WISC and WPPSI), socio-
economic status, and reading exposure. Not surprisingly she found a 
strong correlation between syntax and all these measures, and the rela-
tionship between linguistic and intelligence measures was significant 
at the .001 level. 
Unlike her earlier research (1969), Chomsky found the children 
able to interpret "John 1s easy to see," before any of the other struc-
tu·(~S. Chomsky attributed this finding to the change in experimental 
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technique--the removal of the blindfold. 
Promise was acquired next, followed by ask. This was in line with 
the findings of the earlier study and was felt to support the MDP hypo-
thesis. Last to be acquired was and, followed by _althou&!!_. Chomsky's 
findings are unique because she found a perfect Guttman Scale with only 
five deviations per 100 responses (see below) 
Developmental Stages in Children~s Acquisition in 
Five Test Structures 
easy to promise ask and although 
STAGE 
STAGE 
STAGE 
--STAGE 
STAGE 
--
+ Success 
Failure 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
see 
5:9-7:1 
-
5:9-9:5 + 
6:1-9:9 + 
7:4-10 + 
7:6-9:9 + 
- - - -
--
___, 
-
- -
+ 
- - -
+ + + 
-
+ + + + 
Chomsky, 1972, p. 19. 
Chomsky notes that all of the sentences require the listener to fill in 
a missing item in order to understand the sentence. All of the surface 
forms lack a noun phrase or a verb phrase and the listener must know 
what to fill in to make a correct interpretation. The listener is 
given only the surface form and must recreate the base structures. In 
' ' ' . ' ~· 
addition aU fiv~ sentences require the subject to abandon the rule 
w1~V.:h says choose the nearest preceding candidate. So the child must 
~ ·:~ 
be freed fron. t!Jie entrenched constraint to successfully complete the 
\' 
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Much of Chomsky's discussion of the need for transformation 
between base and surface structures was not seen in her earlier studies 
but may well be a response to the criticism of K~ssel (1970) and Cromer 
(1970) cited earlier. In addition Cho~sky has compared her findings 
with other factors--particularly intelligence. This may reflect 
Cromer's f{ndings that the easy to see structure was closely tied to 
performance on the vocabulary test. Chomsky also makes it clear that 
she feels that her present findings "reflect an underlying develop-
mental sequence (p. 25)." But she leaves untouched Cromerrs (1970) 
question about the why and hm11 of movement from one level of syntactic 
complexity to the next. 
However, there is also support in the research (Camhor~ and 
Sinclair, 1973; Sinclair et al., 1970; Cromer, 1970; Kessel, 1970) for 
a Piagetian interpretation to this problem. A particular example ir. 
the conservation task in which the chil4 understands that the amount of 
a substance is unchanged even though the shape changes. In a sim:U.a:L 
way the child learns that meaning may be preserved while the surface 
structure is manipulated to derive the deep structure (meaning). If 
the C. Chomsky structures are viewed in this light, there appears to be 
a professsion from the preoperational egocentric thought to the decen-
tered thought characteristic of the concrete opera~ional stage. Cogni-
tive difficulty increases as a function of sentence length, dissimilar-
ity between surface structures used by the examiner and those expected 
of the child, and/ or the number of concepts which the child mus.t hold 
constant while manipulating the linguistic struct~re. 
C. Chomsky's (1972) studies show that each of these sentences is 
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very closely tied to intelligence as interpreted on the Wechsler 
Scales. It may also be true that despite Piaget's assertion that there 
is little relation between the two domains of ve~bal comprehension and 
concrete reasoning at this stage (1969), that certain levels of cogni-
tive development (especially conservation) are indeed necessary for the 
comprehension of so:ne syntactic structures. This-position has engender-
ed increased support (Slobin, 1971; Koff, 1972; McCauley, 1973; \·!iig 
and Semmel, 1974; Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1967; Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1970; 
Beilin, 1975; Bloom, 1970; Bowerman, 1974b; Wright, 1969; Peisach, 
1973). 
Carol Chomsky's (1972) work offe-rs a unique O?portunit:y to fuTthcr 
our understanding of the relationship between cognition and langn.age. 
She has found a close correlation between linguistic struct~res ~nci the 
established concept of psychometric intelligence. But it: is still un-
clear how this acquisition process relates to the Piagetian stages. 
Need For Further Study 
Given that characteristics similar to those found in syntactic 
development also describe the development of cognitive structures in 
Piagetian theory, and that the "active, transformational aspect of 
thinking within the context of a structure, increasing in scope and in-
ternal complexity is the unifying link between the earliest manifests.-
tions of intelligent thinking (preoperational action-schemas) and 
mature logical thinking (formal Oi?erations) (Furth, 1967, p. 820)," it 
is reasonable to assume that cognitive structures do not develop in iso-
. ' 
lation, one from the other. Rather the relationships develop between 
structures; and the nature of these relationships between cognitive 
stL~ctures end linguistic structures needs to be investigated. 
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It is also ·:!lear that research which has attempted to evaluate 
the language/cognition relationship has foundered in the ambiguity of 
the question of which comes first (language or cognition) or whether 
the abilities develop independently under the influence of age because 
of methodological difficulties. There has been much speculation as 
noted above about the relationship between cognition as defined· by 
Piaget and syntax. But aside from the work of Hutson (1971) and 
Sinclair-de-Zwart (1967). It is apparent that a newer statistical 
approach is needed. 
Suntnary 
In summary the schools of thought regarding the interrelationshil• 
of the development of language and thought may be characterised as: 
Language influences thought 
Thought influences language 
Language and thought are independently influenced 
by development 
The first school, language influences thought, has been associated '.d.th 
Vygotsky and Bruner. Bruner, especially, has felt that the syntax 
ut~~~zeg by a child helps to structure and direct thought in a hier-
~~~h~al way. He substant!ateg h!s theoriz!ng with ? ~~mber of studies 
0966) wh!ch <;ompared the relationship of language to c;ognitive develop-
~~ @~~~nd theoretical school, th9~ght !nfluences language, has 
\l~~n ~sso~t@.ted with ,Piaget, A large body of Hte:r?tl!re and research 
j;s aha ~sso~iated with and appears to substantiate the Piagetian approach. 
~Jt ~~ch of this research appears to be more conc;erned with the semantic 
of much of Bruner's work. Particularly forceful in supporting the 
Genevan School has been Hermine Sinclair's work. }fuch of the research 
which substantiates the Piagetian position is th~ outgrowth and repli-
cation of the original work of Sinclair. 
Noam Chomsky's theories about generative grammar are the basis 
for. the theo1;:y that language and thought are independent. Chomsky's 
interest in the speaker's syntactic co:npetence without re~;ard to th<.' 
meaning of an utterance is interpreted here to mean that syntax may 
develop without extensive coasideration given to the psychological 
realities encountered by the child. Criticism has related to attempts 
to study syntax apart from a study of the psychological coordinations 
of development and the semantic considerations involved in under-
standing language. 
Because much of the research in these areas utilized simplist.ic 
statistical tools, there appears to be a need for a study which could 
compare the areas of cognitive and syntactic development in terms of 
these theoretical schools. In addition, the majority of the resear~h 
in this area has centered on preschool children. It would be advanta-
geous to carry on the research to children older than the age of five 
and to empirically measure the development in the two areas of cogni-
tion and language. 
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CHAPTER III 
ME11IOD 
1bis study investigated the relationship between syntax as 
defined by Carol Chomsky and cognition as defined by Jean Piaget. 
Particularly, the possible influence of development in one area 
was compared ·with development in the other. Especially noteworthy 
for the project was the use of path analysis in the analysis of 
language and thought. Because path analysis is a method of evaluat-
ing competing models, the research design will be discussed in terms 
of models for testing the various cognitive and linguistic tasks. 
Models 
The implications of three possibly competing models were 
traced. These models, hypothesized from the literature were: 
Model I. 
Model II. 
Model III. 
Language influences thought (Age~Syntax--+ Thought) 
Thought influences language (Age----)Thought~ Syntax) 
Language and thought are independently influenced 
by development (AgeA Thought) ~Syntax -
Each of the three models above were separately tested for each of 
three Piagetian tasks which were: 
1. Conservation 
2. Seriation 
3. Class inclusion 
In eaclt instance the Piagetian task was compared with performance on 
the syntactic tasks~~ ~e~ived from the work af Carol Chomsky (1972). 
Subjects 
The children who were evaluated were student volunteers select-
F 
~ ed from Infant Jesus School in Flossmoor, Illinois. This is a parochial 
school with an enrollment of 600 children in grades one through eight. 
The community in which the school is located is affluent* and most of 
the children were from the white upper middle class. Eight boys and 
eight girls were randomly selected at each of five age levels: 6, 7, 
8, 9, and 10. When more than the required number of subjects were 
available as subjects at a particular age level, names were randomly 
drawn to determine participation. 
Procedure 
Materials. Because C. Chomsky (1972) indicated that when child-
ren answered one syntax question correctly, all like questions >:ere 
also answered correctly, the syntax tasks for promise and ask_ construe-
tions were condensed versions of those developed and refined i.~i. the 
original study (C. Chomsky, 1972). The condensed version used h-er.,: 
differed only in the number of sentences included. For all of the 
other syntax tasks, the questions are the same as those used in the 
1972 study. A total of nineteen sentences were used to evaluate the 
children and five different structures were under consideration (easy 
to see (3), promise (5), ask (7), and (2), although (2). In addition 
nine demonstration and sample questions were used to familiarize th~ 
*Initially socioeconomic status was expected to be in.cluded in the 
analysis. But when socioeconomic status was found to be uncorrelated 
with any of the variables, it was excluded from further statistical 
me.nipu:lation. The researcher suspects that in this instance, the popu-
lation was too homogeneous for SES to be a differentiating variable. 
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children with vocabulary involved in the S)~tactic constructions. The 
sentences used are presented in Appendix A. Scoring criteria appear 
in Appendix c. 
Prior to collecting the data for the study, a pilot study of ten 
children was made. This was done to determine the appropriateness of 
the syntax questions and their rela.tive difficulty for the children. 
Cognitive development was assessed in terms of conservation, 
seriation, and class inclusion. The format for the Piagetian tasks 
used to evaluate conservation were chosen because the questions were 
phrased in terms of very simple linguistic rules. They were tak~n 
largely from the work of Cahoon (1974), Elkind (1969), and Uzgiris 
(1969), and evaluated four conservation levels (number, 16 questions; 
substance, 16 questions; weight, 12 questions; a•1d '!O}Umfl, 12 c;ues-
tions). Appendix B presents the test in its entirety. 
Although the children were asked to justify their answers f:j..:-
·each of the conservation tasks, the justification data was not used 
in the statistical analysis.. It was felt that inclusion of such materi-
al loaded the cognitive task with a heavy verbal component and wo~JJ 
make the interpretation of the results difficult. In order to determinE 
the criteria for the conservation tasks, a child had to make 2 of 3 
correct yes/no responses to the questions at each of the conservatio~ 
(number, substance, weight, volume) levels. One point was given for 
each criterion response and the range of scores was thus 0 to 4. See 
Appendix D for further scoring detail. 
Seriation questions and procedures were taken largely from the 
works of Wohlwill (1966) and Inhelder and Piaget (1964) and were 
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evaluated on the basis of how long it took the child to complete the 
task (see Appendix B). The children were evaluated in two ways: 
1. Time taken to correctly order 8 s~raws. 
2. Time taken to insert 2 additional straws 
into the existing series. 
Because virtually all of the children were able to complete the task 
if given eriough time, the criteria in this test was speed of response. 
A frequency distribution was made of the number of seconds it took for 
the children to complete the tasks and on the basis of this informa-
tion the subjects were scored 0, 1 or 2 on each task where natural 
breaks occurred in the frequency distribution. These two scores were 
then summed to derive a total score. Appendix D contains the specific 
timing criteria. 
Ten class inclusion questions were used (Cahoon, 1974). Agai.n:. 
however, the verbal justification questions were disregarded in the 
statistical manipulations because it was felt that the overlap with the 
language questions would produce ambiguous results. For this reason, 
this task was evaluated on only one level which was a simple yes/no 
answer to the first of the class inclusion questions in each of the 
categories (see Appendix B). The items were presented as line drawings 
pasted on 18" x 30" sheets of cardboard and included the following 
c.ategories: ball players, baseball and football;. things that fly, 
butterflies and airplanes; flowers, roses and daisies; fruits, straw-
berries and bananas; animals, dogs and horses. Initially it was felt 
that some of the categories might prove more difficult than others. 
But this was not the case. The criteria was how many questions were 
answered correctly by each child and further detail is in Appendix D. 
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Stimulus questions were presented orally by the examiner and the 
children's responses were recorded on score sheets. In addition, the 
children's responses to the linguistic questions ~ere recorded on a 
cassette tape player. In every instance the examiner was the author. 
The response tapes for syntax were scored independently by a trained 
assistant and in the rare instance where the author's scores differed 
from those of the assistant, a third opinion was attained from a cer-
tified speech and language pathologist familiar with children of this 
age. 
~sign and Analysis 
Preliminary analysis. Becaus~ Carol Chomsky had found a Guttman 
scale in her 1972 study, the first analytic attempts w'"re made in the 
hope of replicating those findings. This was not the case in the present 
study. I found non-significant evidence for a Guttman Scale. Conse-
quently it was necessary to eliminate the and syntactic structure fr0m 
the analysis of the language portion of the study. 
Rationale for use of path analysis. It has be.en -dif5icu1t to., 
compare stages of cognitive development; with stages of linguist'ic. de·/c.l-
opment. Methodological (statistical) problems seem to. predominate i.n 
these attempts. That few concrete results have been produced is e•;i-
denced by the discussiqn in Chapter. II of t!he differences of opinion 
about whether thought influences language or whether the reverse is 
true or whether the two are separately related to development. In review-
ing the recent research, one finds that the statistics which have been 
used are primarily a comparison of percentages and means (Elkind, 1961; 
uzgiJ;is, 1964; Hutson, 1971; Tenezakis, 1975) or simple correlations, 
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t~t:c.stn, or analyses of variance (Hutson, 1971; Peisach, 1973). None 
o[ these more conventional statistical methods appear to shed light on 
t.he controversy. A method of analysis which proved valuable to 
rh~se kinds of questions was path analysis. 
Path analysis is primarily a method of' decomposing ·and interpret-
ing lir,c:1r relationships among a set of variables. In th:i.s wny one may 
look at underlying relationships and paths of influences (Asher, 197b) 
and estL:nate the relative im?ortance of alternate paths of influence. 
One mvst be cautioned, hmvever, that path analysis is not a 
procedure fo:r de:nonstrating causality (Nie, et. al., 1975). Rather it 
iR a method for tracing out the implications of a set of causal assump-
tions. \.Ji.th this method, a model is developed by eliminating relati0n-
ships which the r2sca:rchcr is confident do not exist (for empi_ric<:~L or 
theoretical reason,s) and retaining those models which couldcnot bs 
('!)iminatPd (ticise, 1975). In this manner a weak causal order may be 
estar1 L;t:·.:d. 
Heak ca:1sal order is not to be understood as causality in the 
layman's terms. Rather it may be defined as: x1 is a cause of x0 if. 
and only if x0 can be changed hy manip~lating x1 and x1 alone. The 
notion of causation here implies prediction of a particular kind. It 
implies the notion of possible manipulation. Purely statistical or 
mathematical predictions do not imply:the notion of producing changes 
and are E\Xcluded by this definition. In addition, the manipulation of 
x1 alone does not imply that all the other causes of x0 are controlled 
or held co·;1stant. :If x1 ls alone manipulated or changed, it will br.ing 
about changes in many other V<1ri':l~_>h,,.;; that are affected by x1 . Changes 
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induced by x1 may iu turn affect Xo (Nie, et. al., 1975). Finally it 
is assumed that the reverse causal system will not hold ture. That 
is, that x0 is not changed by x1 (Heise, 1975) .. 
Stated in mathematical terms, est.imates of the main path coeffi-
cients are obtained when one regresses (using linear regression analysis) 
each endog~noas variable on those variables that directly impinge on it 
1976). The assumptions in path analysis are: 
1. A weak causal order among the variables is known 
or hypothesized. For example, age is known to 
influence language and cognition. 
2. The relationship among the variables are causally 
closed. This assumption is valid because age can-
not be influenced by either language or cogn:i.t:ion. 
3. An exogenous* variable (such as age) is unaffected 
by other variables. 
4. · The residual. variables--the unaccounted for varia-
tio.p. :in th2:variable--are uncorrelated with the 
endogenou~ variable. 
5. The residual variables are correlated with the 
exogenous k !Variable. 
Researchers using P-'ith·an~lysii.s have not in the past used a,ge as 
an exogenous variable, norhave they used this technique with ct'oss-
S-ectional data as was·che·cct.se ip the present. 13t~dy. However, none o~ 
th~ assumptions would be v~olated with the present approach using cross-
-ec . tion,al data. or by using age as an exogeneous variable. Thus it 
-appears appropriate to utilize path analysis in ~he present study. 
However, it is vital.ly important ~n using path analysis._that one 
have a good model (Nie 1 et .. a.l., 197,5; .. Duncan., 1975) against which the 
~ogeno"~ varia.l,>les are those unaffected by any of th~ depend,ent 
variables. An example of exogenou~ variables would be age and sex. 
Anendogenous·yariable is one which is affected by situational 
factors. E~amples are language and ca.gqition. 
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statistics may be matched. This is true in the present study. The 
three much discussed models have been presented in the foregoing 
discussion. They are: 
Model I 
Model II 
Model III 
Analysis. 
Language influences thought 
Thought influences language 
Language and thought are independently 
influenced by develop,nent. 
Utilizing path analysis, the above models ·.v-:re tested 
with the Piagetian tasks of conservation, seriation and class inclusion 
and compared with syntactic development using the five structures pro-
posed by Chomsky (1972). 
where • 
Analyses were based upon two basic equations: 
P=bpss + bpaA 
S=bspP + b~aA 
S==syntax score in standardized form 
P=piagetian task score in standardized form 
A-age score in standardized form 
b==the beta weights in the corresponding equation 
These models may be presented schematically as foUov.;3: 
Model I: Language influences thought leads to a schern~tic rE:pre-
sentation as follO'"N'S: Age~ Syntax--+ Piagetian task. In this c:2se 
the following regression equation woul'd- hold true: P=bpss. In, effer·t 
this means that using the equation P•bpss + bpaA' the model w0uld 'b8 
rejected if either bpa=O or bps40. 
_tlodel II Thought influences language leads to a schematic repre-
sentation which is: Age~ Piagetian task~ Syntax where the follow-
ing regression equation should hold true: S=b8 PP. In effect this means 
that using the equation S=bspp + bsaA, this model would be rejected if 
b.sa=O or b8 P#:O. 
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development was schematically represented 
the follo~ing regression equation should 
Piagetian task 
by Age~ 
"syntax 
hold tr~e: P=bsaA and 
where 
In effect this means that using the equations P=b S + b A ps pa 
and S=bspp + bsaA, this model would be rejected if bps*O or bsp*O or 
bc!a=O or bsa=O. 
Each of these basic models described above was separately tested 
for each of the three Piagetian tasks (conservation, seriation, and 
class inclusion). By taking into account these partial resQlts, a 
global model was then derived which incorporated the. exogenous vari-
ables and endogertous variables. The glob.pl modE)l was further restrict-
ed by the following assumptions: 
a. Only recursive models were considered. In other 
words the arrows are assumed to go in only one 
r direct'ion. Langt1age 4nd cognition might be separa-
tely influenced by age or one might influence the 
other, ·but the possibility of. their being mutuall}L 
infltiential upon each other was ex~luded as a pos~i: 
bility. 
b. ;Exogenous and .residual (the unq.cco·,.mted-for variation 
in the variable) variables were assumed to be uncor-
related. 
c. A weak causal order among the variables was hypothe-
sized. Age was postulated as the primary influence 
on ;both language and cognition. 
d. The exogenous variables (age and sex) were known to 
be unaffected by other variables. 
Variables •. The variables in this study are described as either 
endogenous variables or exogenous variables. The exogenous variables 
are defined as those which are known to be unaffected by other variables. 
Age is the major exogenous variable and was used IDdevelop the basic 
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three .models. The second exogenous variable is sex. It was taken 
into account in developing a global model in the latter stages of the 
statistical manipulation. The endogenous variables, de fired as those 
which are influenced by the situation were the Piagetian tasks of con-
servation, seriation, and class inclusion, and syntax as develo?ed by 
Chomsky. 
!n distinguishing between cognitive and syntactic skills, the 
present study adhered closely to definitions developed in previott::: 
research about syntax (C. Chomsky, 1969, 1972; N .. Chomsky, 1965) and 
cognition.(Cahoon, 1974; Elkind, 1969; Uzgiris, 1969; lnhelder lind 
Piaget, 1964; Wohlwill, 1966). The exception to this practice as 
noted earlier was the elimination of a. verbal justification in' the 
. ' ,·4t t 
conservation at;td class inclusion section. Rather only a correct yes/no 
response was required to meet the passing criteria. In other -words, 
the important Piagetian question, "Why do you think so?" ~.'las eli.min::1ted 
in determining wBether a s~bject 's response met criteria. It was felt 
that this was necessary to avoid unduly intermingling the areas of lan-
gnage and cognitioi'L Incllision of questions in the cognition portions 
df.the tests was based upon 'the sttb.pficityo:f1 the questions in terms of 
J .,·. . } ·:: ; 
the linguistic code. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The basic model of language and thought development was developed 
using the lollowing variables: seriation, conservation and class 
inclusion for the Piagetian tasks; the sentences derived from the vwrk 
of C. Chomsky (1972) for the syntactic tasks; and age and sex. The 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated for each 
pair of variables forming the following inter-correlation matrix. 
Table I 
Pearson Product Moment and Point Biserial Correlation Coefficients for 
each pair of variables 
Age Sex Verb Conservation Seriation 
Sex .0358 
s=.377 
Verb .5561 .2321 
s=.001 s=.020 
Conser- .1746 -. 0405 .2991 
vat ion s=.062 s=.361 s=.004 
Seriation .5020 .0879 .4029 .0956 
s=.001 s=.220 s=.OOl S"'.201 
Class .5198 -.0295 .3647 .2891 .1236 
Inclusion s=.COl s=.398 sc:,OOl s=.005 s= .139 
From the computation of these correlational statistics, it was 
then possible to test the three models for each of the three Piagetian 
measures (conservation, class inclusion, and seriation.) The three 
models are: 
Language influences thought 
Thought inflncnce:s language 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Model I 
Hodel II 
Model III 
influenced 
Thought and language are independently 
by development. 
The two regression equations necess.:n:y to test the three competing 
models for each of the Piagetian tasks were: (Duncan 1975) 
P == b S + b A 
-ps -pa 
S=b P+b A 
-sp -sa 
where A - age 
P = Piagetian task 
S Syntax 
The reader should also note that each of the beta weights used on the 
following pages was derived using a multiple regression analysis and 
tested for significance using an F··rati.o stati!:ltic:. These beta cntd:-
ficienls presuppose expression of all variabl~s DB standHrd scores. 
Conserv~ 
The first Piagetian task to be compareci -.d.th langu'>ge v:as censer~ 
vat ion. When the t\~O regression equations (above:) w·er0 c.;; lcuL.:1ted for 
the conservation {P1 ) tasks, the following beta cocffi.d.•:::r>:.s ~,1erc rle.:riv-· 
ed in a multiple regression analysis: 
E.pls=.29 E.spl =.21 E.pla=.Ol E.sa==-.52 
!'. = 4. 93 F = 4.93 F = .008 F = 30.676 
.e. L .05 N.S . N.S. .e. L .01 
Thus the two regression equations which were derived were: 
Pl = .29S + .OlA 
S = .29P1 + .52A 
Model I. For Model I, represented schematically as Age~ Syn--
tax ~ Conservation, the following regression equation would hold 
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true: P1 = .!?.p1ss. This means that using the equation: P1=,!?.p 1ss + 
.£.Pl3 A, Model I would be rejected if .!?. Pla:-! 0 or .!?.Pts= 0. Hhen the beta 
coefficients were tested against the F-ratio stat_istic, it was found 
that £p1a was not significantly different from zero and b was sig-PlS 
nificantly different from zero so it was not possible to reject Model I. 
Model II. The next test for significance was made for Nodd II 
(conservation influences thought) which may be represented schemati-
cally as Age ~ Conservation ---7 Syntax. For Model II the 
appropriate regression equation is S=b P which implies that urnng the 
-spl 1 
equation S = b P + bs A, the model would be rej~ted if b :-! 0 or 
-spl 1 - p -sa 
b = 0. When tested for significance, it was f~"lund that b was 
sp1 -sa 
significantly different from zero and b was not. Therefor~ Hodel II 
-spl 
• 
was rejected. 
Model III. Model III was one which hypothesf~::ed that dcvelopmeut 
)'CO!lSClVC!.£ .tvn 
independently influences conservation and syntax (Age ) 
\i. Syntax 
where the following re'gression equations, should hold tru<:: P - b A 
-pla 
and S = b A, which means that in the equations, P 
-sa 1 
S "" ~pl P 1 + .!?.sa A, Mode 1 III would be rejected if ~pl s 'I= _0 or E.sp 1 ¥= 0 
or ~ a = 0 or .!?.sa = 0. When beta coefficients were measured using the 
1 
'F•ratio statistic, it was found that b and b were significai?.tl:~ 
-pl s -sa 
different from zerQ while b and b were not, so the model was 
-spl -pla 
rejected. 
Seriation 
The second Fiagetian task~ seriation, (P ) made use of the same 
2 
procedures and models to evaluate the relationship between seriation 
(P ) and language. Again the four beta coefficients necessary to 
2 
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calculate the regression equations were computed in a multiple regres-
sion. analysis. They were: 
b = .18 b = .17 p2s -sp2 
b = 
-p a 2 
. .40 
.!?.sa = .47 
F = 2.321 F = 2.321 F = 11.714 F 18.974 
N.S. N.S. E j_ .01 E j_ .01 
Thus the two regression equations derived were: 
P .18S + .40A 
2 
S .17P + .47A 
2 
Model I. Model I, language influences seriation, may be represent-
ed schematically as Age --~ Syet::1x ~ Seriation where the reg:ces-
sion equation P 
2 
= b S should hold true if the model is appropriate. 
-p2s 
In effect this means that using the equation P = b S ~ b 8 A, M~del I 2 -p2s -p2 
would be rejected if b ~ 0 or b 
- p2a p2s 0. In a test of significance 
using the F-ratio statistic, it was found that b a was significantly 
-p 2 
greater than zero and .£p s was not. So Model I was rejected. 
2 
Model II. When Model II, seriation influences language was 
tested, a similar pattern was found. The schematic representation of 
Model II, Age ~ Seriation ___, Syntax was denoted by the regn;ssion 
equation S = b P which implies that using the equation S = b P2 + 
-sp2 2 -sp2 
E.saA, the model would be rejected if .!?.sa # 0 or E.sp = 0. When Model II 
2 
was tested, it was rejected because b was significantly greater than 
-sa 
zero while b was not. 
-sp 
2 
Model III. The only model which could not be rejected was Model 
III, which postulated that lang~age and seriation are independently in-
fluenced· by development. The schematic representation of this model, 
1seriation Age ~Syntax 
and s = b A. 
-- -p2a 
implies the two·regression equations which are: P =b A 
2 -sa 
In turn these regression equations mean that using the 
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equations P = b S + b A and S = b P + b A, Model III would be 
-p s -p a -sp 2 -sa 
2 2 2 2 
rejected if b # 0 or b 
-p2s -sp2 
f 0 or b =Oor b 
-p2a -sa 
= 0. When beta co-
efficients were measured using the F-ratio stati~tic, it was found 
that b sand b were not significantly different from zero and 
-p2 -sp2 
£p a and £sa were significantly different from zero so the model was 
2 
not rejected. 
Class Inclusion 
Class inclusion (P ) and language were compared using the same 
3 
procedures, notations and models, where the beta coefficients for the 
equations which were used were: 
b = .11 b = .10 b = .46 b = .50 
-p3s -sp3 -p3a -sa 
F = .873 F "" .873 F = 15.327 F == 20.479 
N.S. N.S. £ L .01 £ L .01 
Thus the two regression 
P = .46 A + .11S 
3 
S ~ .11P + .SOA 
3 
equations which were derived were: 
Model I. Hodel I, language influences class inclusion, was 
represented schematically as Age ~ Syntax -+ Class inclusion. 
The regression equation irnplied by this model P = b S = b S would 3 -p3s -p3s 
mean that using the equation P 
3 
= b S + b A the model would be 
-p3s -p3a ' 
When the beta coefficients were rejected if b :/: 0 or b = 0. 
-n a -p s 1"3 . 3 
tested using the F-ratio statistic, it was found that b was signifi-
-p a 3 
cantly greater than zero and £p s was not, so Model I was rejected. 
3 
Model II. Model II (class inclusion. influences syntax) was rep-
resented schematically as Age ~ Class inclusion ~ Syntax. When 
written in terms of a regression equation, the representation is S = 
.2.spP 
3 3 
-
which means that using the regression equation S = b p 
· -sp3 3 
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b A. this model would be rejected if b # 0 or b = 0. When ~a· · ~a ~p 
3 
tested using the F-ratio statistic, the model was rejected because 
b was significantly different from zero and b was not. 
~a ~p 3 
Model I!I. Model III was also tested (deyelopment independently 
influences class inclusion and language development). This may be 
~Class inclusion represented schematically as Age where the regres-Syntax 
sion equations would be p b A and S = b A. In effect this means 
3 sa -p3a 
that using the equations p b S + E.p3aA and s = b p + b A, the 3 -p3s -sp3 3 -sa 
model would be rejected if E.p3s # 0 or E.sp3 # 0 or £.p3a= 0 or !?.sa =0. 
When measured using the F-ratio statistic it was found that J?.p
3
s and 
l?.sp3 were not significantly different from zero, while b 
-p3a and .!?.sa 
were so Model III was not rejected. 
Preliminary Summary 
In summary, the models which were not rejected were: 
Age ~ Syntax ~ Conservation 
Age< 
Syntax 
Seriation 
Age~ Class inclusion 
Syntax 
Formulation of a global model. In combining these basic models 
with the significant correlations between sex and syntax (£ = .23), a 
In order to take the model a step further, the partial correlations 
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between the remaining endogenous variables, controlling for age and 
sex, were examined. Only two of these correlations were significant 
at the .OS level: the partial correlation between syntactic develop-
ment and conservation (E = .27; R L .01) which is accounted for by 
this model and th~ partial correlation betwe~n class inclusion and 
conservation (E = .23; £ l .OS) which is not. This suggests a rela-
tionship between class inclusion and conservation which is not due to 
their mutual relationship with age. Thus either conservation diru:tly 
influences class inclusion or class inclusion directly influences con-
servation. In order to clarify the relationship, the two models were 
then tested. 
The two regression equations necessary to test the two competing 
models were: 
where A = Age 
Pt= Conservation 
P3= Class inclusion 
When regression equations were calculated for these Piagetian tasks, 
the following beta coefficients were derived in a multiple regression 
analysis: 
b .27 
.gPl a = .03 b .48 
-plp3 -p3a 
F = 4 .. 47 F 4.47 F = .067 F = 25.0S8 
-
-
-
.e. L . os 
.E. L .OS N.S. £ L .01 
Thus the two regression equations which were derived were: 
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For the model class inclusion influences conservation, represent-
ed schematically as Age -~ Class inclusion ___,. Conservation, the 
following regression would hold true if the mode~ were appropriate: 
P = b P3 • Thif' means that using the equation: 1 ·-PlP3 
the model would "be rejected if bp a = 0 or bp· p f. 0. When the beta 
- 1 - 1 3 
coefficients w2rc tested against the F-ratio statistic, it was found 
that bp a was 
- 1 
not significantly different from zero and b was so 
-plp3 
the model was not rejected. 
The model conservation influ2nces clas:.: .i.n(lu.sion, r.:,p:::esented 
schematically as Age ---~ Cunservation -~ Cl.a::>s incl. . .J..:;icn, t·JU;;;ld 
imply the following regression equation: 
3 
that using e1uat:i.on P
3 
b P, + bp ~A, rhe model would L~ ~P3Pl :.. - 3'• rej(!ct··-.. 
'JJ: b f. 0. 
-p3pl When beta coefficients w~re t~s~ed 
the F-ratio statistic, it was found that b 1ms signifi.c<:::1Lly di£!2.r-
-p3a 
ent from zero, whU e :~PJPl was not. Thus the mod<' J -v:as rc:i1•Cted. 
In view of th(:se findings, ~l~e global mode;~ l -,n?..6 it1o:J.l .L'i(:;J t·;; 
relfect the additior:al :~ath (ConS"e;rvation ·•=-t C)a··'i' ~~1c1u&iw.) Iht~ 
may be seen below: 
Age~ 
~ 
Seriation · 
Class inclusion 
Syntax ---,.--~--1 Conservation 
At this point all partial correlations had been accounted for and 
it was now neces~ary to investigate th~ magnitude of the path coef·· 
ficient~. This was done by regressing each variable ''n the variables 
that had arrows leading directly to it. The following pa::ten1 presented 
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itself (residuals are presented by the numerals .in parentheses): 
Sex 
Final Summa:ry 
Seriation (.87R) 
~50 -
Class inclusi.on~. 85R) 
Syntax--(.81R)~ Co~servation 
- .22 
(.95E.) 
Model I, language influences thought, was supported by the dat:.-1. 
for only one of the cog1.1itive tasks and that was conservation. How-
ever, Model II (tho·ught ii,lfl4ences language) was not support!;!d qy the 
data in any of the cognitive tasks which were used in this study. 
Rather it was foi,\Qd that age independently influences language and 
thought when ooe 'COnsiders either class inclusion or seriatinn tasks. 
This finding supports Model III. In addition, it appeat's that there 
may be a causal relationship between class inclusion and conservation 
(Age ~ Class inclusion --+ Conservation). A large residu;;r1 
fact~r was found to be associated with the Model I relationstip 
:~etween conservation and syntax. It should also be noted that girls 
pe.rformed significantly better tban boys on the syntax mea!5tires. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
Results Supporting Model I: 
The use of path analysis in this project presents to the re-
searcher some interesting patterns in the development of language and 
thought. Among these are limited support for Model I. In this in~t 
stance, only conservation (of the three cognitive tasks) was found 
to be influenced by syntactic development. 
,, 
Results Supporting Model II: 
A most intriguing and unexpected finding was that Model II 
. . ~ ! •' (thought influences language) was not· supported for any of the cogni-
' . 
tive tasks. In vie~ ~f the present fascinatio~ oi American (and · 
global) academia with the work of 'Piag'~t, one iS most surprisea' to 
Uc 
diseover so little empirical support for his position in the present 
study. 
·Results Supporting Model III: 
, 
1 ~>'.'tq~ally. su~p~tsing''i~ th~~~mpirica:l support for Model III which 
'";,,i~ tformu~bite'd; from lhe linguistic thleor:f.es '-of the N. Chomsky (1965)' and 
McNeill (1970) school. Model III is supported in that when cokpared 
with1 -the cognitive tasks of class inclusion and seriation, syntax 
appears to be i~depe~dently influenced by development. Thi's might be 
interpr~'ted to ~ean that some cognitive skills (seriation and class 
i~clusion') develop in a separate way from syntax. 
It is doubtful of an innate language acquisition device, however. 
Moreover, the findings (Developme~t~Lan~a~e ) appear to be true to Cogn1t1on . 
only a limited degree because another cognitive skill, conservation,does 
appear to be influenced by syntax. The generali~ability of a global 
statement is thus curtailed. 
~anguage and TI1ought Are Inseparable 
The possibility also presents itself that language and thought 
may not be inseparable to the researcher as some have thought. Path 
analysis appears to give the researcher the means of isolating varia-
bles and directions of influence which were once considered hopelessly 
intermingled. Obviously the present study is only a tentative first 
step, but it does present a methodology which has seldom, if ever, been 
tried in attemp'tS to disentangle the thought/language questions. 
Integration and E~tension of the Model: 
In reviewing the global model presented at the end of Chapter IV, 
one should also attend to the path of influence from class inclusion 
to conservation. It was found that class inclusion is more age-
dependent than conservation. In addition, it appears that when what 
is acquired in learning the class inclusion and syntax skills are 
combined, the child's skills in conservation are enhanced. 
Another finding of this study is that the female subjects per-
formed better on the syntactic quest,ions than did the male subjects. 
Although this finding is not entirely unique (Slobin, 1966; Haney and 
. " . . 
Hooper, 1973; and Farmer, Nixon and White, 1976), the remainder of the 
studies cited in this paper do not note performance differences re1aJ:ed 
to gender. 
It ·was also found that socioeconomic status was unrelated to 
performance on eith.er the syntactic or cognit,ive tasks. It is felt 
that this reflected the very homogeneous population which was examined. 
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As noted earlier, the children were students in a small parochial 
elementary school and in reviewing the fathers' occupations, one was 
struck by the homogeneous upper and upper middle. class nature of the 
population. 
Another finding \-Jhich was not expected was the wide variability 
in the age of acquisition of conservation skills. This finding con-
trasts with the more uniform acquisition process for class inclusion 
and seriation tasks. This may be a reflection of the instructions 
given to the ·students or the wording of the questions which were asked 
to ascertain the children's understanding of conservation. One also 
notes the large residual factor (see page 70) associated with conserva-
tion and there is a suspicion that a ::1umber of random re::tsoEs may be 
associated with the large variability i.n a~;e of aequis:ition. It mqy 
also be true that language entered into the conSf:rvat:i.on findings. 
Syntax was already believed to play a role, hut there may be other 
aspects of language not measured in this study which hav0 plvved a p~rt 
in the children's conservation responses. Rut ever: wl th l.c: -rge error 
factors, conservation and syntax are still signific"'ntly related. This 
points to a strong relationship between the two. 
Limitations an.d Cautions About the Stud:y: 
It is appropriate to note at this point that the findings of the 
study are limited by the "state of the art" in the field of psychology 
and education. I{ is difficult, if not impossible, to clearly define~ 
differentiate, and measure independently the hypothetical constructs of 
language and cognition. Because language was used to instruct the 
students in all of the cognitive tasks (even seriation which necessitat·· 
ed only a non-verbal, performance response) one cannot assume that a 
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language component was not a factor in those cognitive tasks. At the 
same time the syntactic measures required the subjects to manipulate 
the sentences mentally and this manipulation necessarily involves n 
cognitive component. 
Menyuk (1972) has suggested that in order to minimize am-
l:iguity in the relationship between linguistic rules and cognitive tasks, 
it is necessary to: 
1. Evaluate the difficulty of the linguistic 
rules involved in the cognitive tasks. 
2. Determine the concreteness of the relation-
ships expressed in the syntactic measures in 
order to eliminate cognitive problems. 
In devising the measures used in the present study, this was done to 
the maximum extent possible. However, the goal became increasj.ngly 
difficult as the tasks--both cognitive and linguistic--became more 
complex. It may be that this type of research is only possible \lith 
younger children and/or simpler tasks. Abstraction for both lin-
guistic and cognitive tasks makes the problem of measuring these 
hypothetical constructs independently very difficult. 
However, the fact that class inclusion and syntax appear inde-
pendent when age is controlled, while conservation and syntax showed 
considerable overlap, makes it clear that regardless of the difficulty 
in measuring language and cognition independently, the two cannot be 
assumed to be the same. Moreover, the different relationship bet\'leen 
these two cognitive tasks when compared with syntax indicates that path 
analysis is useful in differentiating between different aspects of 
cognition and syntax. 
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When evaluating the residuals associated with the different paths 
of influence, there is a clear-cut relationship with age for class in-
clusion and syntax, but not for conservation. This indicates that path 
analysis is differentiating between the two cognitive tasks in a reli-
able ,,.,ay.. Such high residual factors should work .against finding the 
significant: relationships which were apparent in the research. 
However, if the differing paths of influence for class inclusion 
and conservation had not presented themselves, additional cautions 
would be necessary in interpreting these findings. Moreover, this 
study presented a picture parallel to that of Hutson (1971) in her work 
with the passive sentence construction in comparison with conservation, 
class inclusion and seriation. This tends to support the contention 
that learning the linguistic code requires different skills from those 
needed in solving the Piagetian tasks. 
Because of the newness of path analysis to cross-sectional psy-
·Chological studies, it is appropriate to review again the causal model 
implications of these findiJ;lgS. Most importantly, this research does 
not suggest that one skill is a necessary prerequisite for learning or 
acquiring another. Rather it may be that if one could manipulate what 
makes a child achieve skill X, one may indirectly help the child in the 
acquisition of skill Y. One assumes that the skills acquired in learn-
ing one task are'similar and useful in learning another task. Moreover, 
the causal model posits that the reverse would not be true: acquiring 
~kill Y will do little or nothing to help a child learn skill X. 
Questions also remain. The most perplexing finding is that con-
servation is more closely bound to verbal behavior than either class 
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inclusion or seriation. Because the seriation task included a manipu-
lative model for the subject of what was required and asked the sub-
ject for only a performance response, one can more easily accept the 
finding that seriation and syntax have a very limited correlation. 
But a similar explanation is not available for the low level of 
relationship betw·cen class inclusion and syntax tasks. In reviewing 
the literature, one finds that others (Sinclair, 1967; Peisach, 1973; 
and Hanes, 1973) have also found a close relationship betw~en syntax 
and conservation. But only Hutson (~971) found a similar close rela-
tionship between passive sentences and conservation coupled with the 
similar weak relationships between class inclusion and the p:.tssive 
construction. Hutson hypothesized that logic may be related in differ-
ent ways to vocabulary, syntax and verbal fluency. Syntax, the or-
ganizatio:Lt of elements in a sentence, was felt to have an appreciable 
relationship with logic during this period of development. She sug-
gested that syntactical competence and conservation both involve the 
ability to keep various aspects of a situation simultaneously in mind 
and to coordinate them. 
In view of the relative novelty of the area of research and the 
introduction of path analysis as a statistical technique, this.data 
should be analyzed with caution. Although one may say that the 
acquisition of one task facilitates the acquisition of another, these 
findings may simply reflect task difficulty. In other words the rela-
tive difficulty of each of these tasks is open to dispute and because 
path analysis assumes an interval scale, the findings may reflect 
unequal intervals. 
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One should alf;o be reminded that the uodel presented in this 
investigation is a causal one, not a developmental model. No assump-
tion is made about the order in which skills are acquired: This is 
information which would be gained in c. longitudinal study. One must 
always keep in mind that the data on which this study is based are 
cross-sectional, not longitudi~ 1 data. 
Implications fo~Jurther Research: 
It follows from the cautions of the preceding section that further 
research usin;; path analysis would be appropriate in a deves:)pmental 
study which used age an an exogenous variable. Such research should 
be preceded by preliminary data-gathering using the approach of the 
information-processing theorists to look more cJosely at changes in 
syntactic and cognitive skills ovc·r time. (Inhdder, 1976, provides 
the prototype for th i' type of s t.tdy.) A: though time-consuming and 
~~fficult, this would be extremc,ly useful data in detcrminLng the 
steps a child takes in moving from one level of operatio~al l~ought to 
~he next. 
Replication of the study with less verbally rwphisticatcd sub-
je~~~' ~r with a more heterogeneous socioeconomic group would be 
desirable. In a conversation t.Jith Carol Chomsky (personal communica-
~ ' 
~ion,_ June 16, 1977), it was obvious that the syntactic measures have 
been used with verbally adept children from upper middle class families. 
In order to genel;'_<;liz;e the present findings it wou;..d be very helpful to 
.. 
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r J find how a wider sampling of the population would respond. 
I 
Another type of replication which would be very useful "t-rould be 
a non-verbal assessment of the cognitive skills. · Measures of this type 
have already been designed by Furth (1973) for class inclusion tasks 
and have been used to evaluate deaf populations. Then~ d'> not appear 
to be non~verbal assessments of conservation at the present time, hut 
if they could be developed using dem:mstration ;::md 8Xtension rather 
than verbal inst~uction and question, a more clear-cut picture of 
cognitive and linguistic development would be available. Replicatio.t 
of this sort would definitely enhance the viab~l1Ly and strength of the 
present study. 
It would also be appropriate to unuert:ake simi.1ar st,"d;,".; ,.Ji..th 
presently available "language" tests which are •.tsed wic~~!y ;_n t1:"' 
schools and use the raw scores to compare the findings \•Ji.th r1l":se 
(seriation, conservation, and class inclusion) and other Pingv~ia~ 
tasks. In this way the language skills which are cor~si(ic:.:.·~·d r,ece,i':ltn·y 
for school success might be compared with the Piagetian Lf.'-;;k~;. U 
would appear that until the~£ types of data are available, the g.:::ne:::al-
izability of these findings to a school populatio:t would be quite liEd t-
ed. 
Perhaps the most important research which is now needed is an 
applied research study which seeks to find if an increase of one task 
actually incurs an increase on another task as the path analysis st>g-
gests. Although others have suggested this is true (Hamel, VanderVeer 
and Westerhof, 1972), an experimental study is necessary to validate 
these findings One might suggest that children who cannot conserve be 
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randomly assigned t9 four treatment groups, such as: 
Group I. Train in class inclusion 
Group II. Train in syntax 
Groap III. Train in both syntax and class inclusion 
Group IV. No training 
J ~ Conservation would be the dependent variable. A schematic presenta-
' I 
tion of the ana lytic paradigm is as follows: 
Class inclusion No 
Syntax 
Training 
No 
Training 
T T ra1.n1.ng 
III 
I 
ra1.n1.ng 
II 
IV 
In this way, empirical data would be available to determine if & growth 
in syntax influences a child's pe.rformance on a conservation task or if 
class inclusion successes have a positive effect on conservatjon. Until 
such information is available the findings of this st'..ldy will rem.<J.in 
only interesting_, but only potentially useful. 
Implications for Education: 
There is the implication in the present study that_ those speech 
therapists and communication disorders teachers who labor in the field 
are providing a useful service to children with language disabilities. 
For certain cognitive tasks such as conservation, language classes may 
be appropriate, while the reverse does not appear to be the case. In 
other words, one cannot simplistically assume that syntax will improve 
if cognitive skills are developing or present. Again this remains to_ 
be verified by missing studies, but those who would assume with 
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Sinclair-de-Zwart (1967) and Sinclair (1971) that cognitive growth 
assumes linguistic growth while the reverse is not true, may be in 
error. 
~0 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
Children's comprehension .of selected syntactic structures was 
compared with their performance on three Piagetian tasks. The syn-
tactic structures were taken fro:..n the work of C. Chomsky (1.971) and 
included easy.to see, ask, £romise, and and. The Piagetian tasks 
included conservation~ seriation, and class inclusion. Included in 
the study were 79 boys and girls between the ages of six and ten. 
The comparisons were made on the basis of three competing models 
derived from a review of the literature. These were: Hodel I, lan-
guage influences cognition, based on the writings of Vygotsky and 
Bruner; Model II, cognition influences languag~ developed from the 
research of Piaget and his Genevan School; and Model III, language and 
cognition are independently influenced by development, taken fro:n the 
worr:itings of N. Chomsky. In order to com?are the three models, path 
o.nalysis was used to isolate possible paths of influence between la!l-
guage and cognition skills. 
It was found that class inclusion and syntax are independently 
influenced by developmr:!nt and the same thing is true for seriation and 
syntax. Conservation, however, appears to be influenced by syntax. 
Thus Models I and III were supported by the study, but Model II (that 
derived from the writings of Piaget) was not. In further investiga-
tions using path analysis, an additional path of influence was found 
wh~ch suggested that class inclusion may influence conservation. 
r 
•. 
Syntax appeared to be influenced by sex differences. Girls 
perform=d significantly better than boys on the syntactic tasks. 
This was no:: true for the Piagetian tasks. 
So~ioeconomic status was found to be unrelated to performance 
on either the cognitive or language tasks. It was felt that this 
reflected the homogeneous upper-middle class population which was 
used in the study. 
Discussion followed on the need for further study to validate 
these findings using path analysis. Empirical support vth:i.ch Wi.'>uld 
confirm ~r disconfirm the use of path analysis in a study such as 
this is heeCled before these statistical techniques can be generalized 
:, c' • i • ' r --, I • ( .• ' -' I ; "; ,, •' }• 
to other areas of 'p'sychological or educational inquiry. 
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SYNTAX TASKS 
_E:asy to see 
A doll with movable eyes is placed on the table with its eyes 
closed. The doll is lying down, faced up. 
1. Is the doll easy to see or hard to see? 
2. Why is the doll easy/hard to see? 
3. Make the doll easy/hard to see? (Use 
opposite question of that .used in 
question 2.) 
Promise 
First determine if the child knows the meaning of 
1. Can you tell me what you would say to 
your .friend if you promise you will call 
him. up this afternoon? 
2. What do you mean if you make someone a 
promise? 
3. What is special about a promise? 
yes 
yes 
yes 
promise by 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
askiug: 
no 
no 
no 
Ask the child to name two figures--Bozo the clown and Mickey Mouse. 
Then give the f?llowing practice sentences: 
1. Bozo wants to do a somersault. Make him 
do it. 
2. Bdio wants Mickey to do a somersault. 
Have him do it. 
3. Mickey decides to stand on a book. Make 
him do it. 
Test sentences: 
108 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
1. Mickey promises Bozo to hop up and down. yes no 
Make him hop. 
2. Bozo promised Mickey to stand on the yes no 
book. Make him do it. 
3. Bozo promised Mickey to do a somer- yes no 
sault. Make him do it. 
4. Mickey promised Bozo to lie down. Make yes no 
him do it. 
5. Mickey promised Bozo to stand on his yes n·o 
head. Make him do it. 
Sentences may be repeated freely as the child's needs dictate. 
Ask 
Two children who know each other well are to carry out the task accord-
ing to instructions. Only one of the children is tested, however. The 
second child is a conversational partner only. The children are to be 
seated at a table on which are placed toy food, Donald Duck, Mickey 
Mouse and Bo':to. Children are to be told they will be playing games with 
the things on the table. Correct re~ponies are noted in parentheses. 
1. I' 11 tell you what we are going to do here. We're goi.ng to 
play some games with the things on the table. (Pick up 
Donald Duck) For instance, you'll make him do some thing::<. 
Can 'you tell me who he is? yes no 
And ;later we'll do some things with Mickey Mouse and Bozo. 
But first I want you to ask (partner's name) some things 
like: 
1. ~ill you ask------~- what time it is? 
(What time is it?) 
2. And will you ask his last name? 
(What is your last name?) 
3. 'l;ell 
----
how many pencils there are 
here. (Two) 
4. Okay, now tell who this is. And 
would you ask what is in this 
box? (What's in the box?) 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
Now we're going to db some more asking and telling, connected with 
feeding Bozo. Listen and I'll tell you how. 
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1 . . Would you first ask what to feed 
the doll? (What shall I feed the doll?) 
2. Now would you tell what to feed 
.the doll? (Variable responses) 
3. And ask what to give him next. 
(What shall I feed him next?) 
4. Ask what to feed Bozo. (What 
shall I feed Bozo?) 
---,---
5. Would you tell 
(Variable response) 
what to feed him? 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Now we're going to do a few more asking and telling questions. 
6. Ask __ _ to stand up. (Will you stand yes 
up?) 
7. Tell to walk over to the door. yes 
(Wal~ over there.) 
8. Ask to go back to'class. (Will yes 
you go back to class?) Partner leaves 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
Line up three figures on the table. Now all the toys are standing in 
line. Suppose Donald Duck asks to go first in line. 
9. What does he say? How does he ask to go 
first in line. (May I be first?) 
10. Okay, yes he may. Put him there. Now 
suppose Mickey Mouse asks Bozo to go 
first. What does Mickey say? (Bozo, 
will you go first?) 
And, although (evaluated simultaneously) 
,- .. ':),... 
.} ...... '--, 
yes 
no 
no 
The examiner reads aloud the following statements to evaluate the young-
ster's comprehension of although: 
1. Although my favorite TV program was on, yes no 
I . .... 
2. I wore a heavy jacket, although .•••• yes no 
If the subject demonstrates correct usage of the sample questions, the 
examiner reads aloud the following statements in alternating order: 
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1. The cowboy scolded the horse for running 
away, although I would have done the same. 
What would I have done? (Run away.) 
2. The cowboy scolded the horse for running 
away, and I would have done the same. 
What would I have done? (Scolded the 
horse.) 
3. Hother scolded Gloria for running away anc!, 
I would have done the same. What would I 
have done? (Scolded Gloria.) 
4. Mother scolded Gloria for answering the 
phone, although I would have done the 
same. What would I have done? ~nswered 
the phone.) 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
Those who can read will be given sentences typed on cards to follow as 
they are read aloud. Repetitions will be made as necessary. 
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COGNITIVE TASKS 
Conservation 
Number 
A. Use two rows of poker chips, seven black and seven red, each 
placed opposite until rows are identical in length and number. 
1. Count the number of chips in each row. 
Extend the row of red chips in both 
directions to twice the length of the 
row of black chips. Do you think 
there are more black·· chips in this row? 
2. Do you think there are more red chips 
in this row? 
3. Do you think there are the same number 
of black and red chips? 
4. Why do you think so? 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
B. Subdivide the red chip row into a row of four chips and a row 
of three chips. Place the rows parallel to the row of seven 
black chips. 
1. Do you think there are more black 
chips in this r~w? 
2. Do you think there are the same number 
of black chips and red chips? 
3. Pointing to both rows of red chips, 
ask: Do you think there are more red 
chips in· this row or this row? 
4. Why do you think so? 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
C. Place red chips in a vertical pile in front of the other row. 
1. Do you think there are more black 
chips in this row? 
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yes no 
2. Do you think there are the same yes no 
number of black chip::) and red chips? 
.3. Do you think there are more red yes no 
chips in this row? 
4. Why do you think so? yes no 
D. Extend the black chips in b~th directions to twice the length 
of the white row. 
1. Do you think there are more red yes no 
chips in this row? 
2. Do you think there are the same yes no 
number of red chips and black 
chips? 
_3. Do you think there are more black yes no 
chips in this row? 
4 .. Why do you think so? yes no 
Substance 
Two balls of plasticine of equal size and weight are placed in front of 
the child. Are the two balls of clay the same? (Satisfy the child by 
allowing him to make changes if he does not agree the two balls are the 
same.) Deform only one of the balls as you ask the questions. 
A. Now 1 change this one into a sausage. 
1. Do you think there is more clay in the yes no 
ball? 
2. Do you think there is more clay in the yes no 
sau,sage? 
3. Do you think they are the same? yes no 
4. Why do you think so? yes no 
B. AfteT· restoring the sausage to the original ball form: 'Now 
I change this one into a ring. 
1. Do yqu · think. there is more clay in the yes no 
ball? 
2. Do you think there is more clay in t:he yes no 
ring? 
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3. Do you think they are the same? 
4. Why do you think so? 
C. Now 1 change this one into a cross. 
1. Do you think there is more clay in the 
ball? 
2. Do you think there is more clay in the 
cross? 
3. Do you think they are the same? 
4. Why do you think so? 
Weight 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
Use two balls of plasticine of each of the following colors, equal in 
weight and volume: green, blue, red and yellow. 
A. Two gre~n balls of plastici11-e are presented. Now I ch;;mge 
this one into a cup. 
1. Do you think the cup. weighs more than 
the ball? 
2. Do you think the cup weighs the same 
as the ball? 
3. Do you think the cup waighs less than 
the ball? 
4. Why do you think so? 
yes TIQ 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
B. Two balls (blue) of plasticine are presented. Now I change 
this one into a ring. 
1. Do you think the ring weighs more 
than the ball? 
2 •· Do you think the ring weighs same as 
the ball? 
3. Do you think the ring weighs less 
than the ball? 
4. Why do you think so? 
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yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
C. Two red balls of plasticine a.re presented. Now I change 
this one into a cross. 
1. Do you think the cross weighs more yes no 
than cthe ball? 
2. Do you think the cross weighs the yes no 
same as the ball? 
3. Do you think the cross weighs less yes no 
than the ball? 
4. Why do you think so? yes no 
Volume 
Three water glasses are placed on the table in front of the child. Two 
of the glasses are identical (lon,g and thin) and an equal amount of 
wat.er .is contaiqe,d in each. The third water glass is short and wide 
and is empty. (Satisfy the child that the amount of water in each of 
the glasses; is ~he, same by allowing hi.m to. make .changes if he doe~ not 
agree that the amount is the same~) Empty only one of the glasses into 
the short, wide glass and a~k t,he; ques tio41s . 
A. Now I pour the water that is in this glass into the other 
glass. 
1. Do you think there is more water in yes no 
tbi,s glass? 
2. Do. you think there is more water in yes no 
t~s glass? 
3. :Oo you think they are the same? yes no 
4. Why do you think so? yes no 
Present two glasses filled with water and two balls of plastiCine to 
the child. Satisfy the child that the two ,balls and the two gla~s.es of 
water are equal by allowing him to make changes if he does not agree 
that the two balls are equal. Deform one of the ba.lls leaving the other 
in a ball. 
B. N~w. ,I c::hange this one into a sausage. 
1. Do you ~hink this sausage will ~e 
the ~ater rise (go up) more? 
2'.. Do yQU th;l.nk ,.this ball will make the 
water rise (go up) more? 
3. Do you think they will both make the 
r.i~e (go· up) th~ sa.mq1; 
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yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
4. Why do you think so? yes no 
c. Now I change this oae into a ring. 
1. Do you think this ring ~-1ill make yes no 
the water rise (go up) more? 
2. Do you Lhink tl1iS ball will make yes no 
the water rise (go up) more? 
3. Do you think they will both make yes no 
the water rise (go up) the same? 
4. Why do you think so? yes no 
Seriation 
Present ten straws of various sizes to the child in a random order. 
Show him the shortest straw and the longest straw. 
1. This is the shortest straw and this 
is the longest straw. I want you to 
put them in order for me. 
seconds 
yes no 
If the child is unable to co~plete the task, order the straws for him. 
Then ask: 
2. Now I want you to put these two 
straws in line where they belong. 
Just put them where they go with 
the others. 
seconds 
Class Inclusion 
yes no 
A. Present four baseball players and two ·football players: 
1. Are there more people or more 
baseball players? 
2. Why do you think so? 
B. Four butterflies and two airplanes: 
1. Are there more butterflies or more 
things that fly? 
2. Why do you think so? 
C. Six roses and two daisies. 
1. Are there more flowers or more daisies? 
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yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
2. Why do you think so? yes no 
D. Five strawberries and two bananas. 
1. Are there more strawberries or more yes no 
more things to eat? 
2. Why do you think so? yes no 
E. Seven dogs and three horses. 
1. Are there more animals or more dogs? yes no 
2. Why do you think so? yes no 
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SCORING RULES FOR SYNTACTIC TASKS 
Easy to see 
Scored correct if: 
1. States doll is easy to see 
2. States doll is easy to see because she is in sight 
3. Makes doll hard to see by hiding ir or covering 
subject's own eyes 
Scored error if: 
1. Fails to do any of the three above 
Criteria: 
1. All three criteria are met. 
Promise 
Scored correct if subject makes: 
1. Mickey hop 
2. Bozo stand on a book 
3. Bozo do a somersault 
4. Mickey lie down 
5. Mickey stand on his head 
Scored error if: 
1. Subject picks up wrong figure 
Criteria: 
1. 5 of 5 correct 
Ask (Note only starred items are to be scored for evaluation purposes) 
Scored correct if: 
1. Response in parentheses (See Appendix A) is given. 
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Scored error if: 
1. Statement is not put in interrogative form. 
Criteria: 
1. 7 of 9 sentences answered correctly. 
Although 
Scored correct if: 
1. Both although questions are answered correctly. 
Scored error if: 
1. Either of the two questioas are answered incorrectly 
Criteria: 
1. 2 of 2 correct 
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SCORING RULES FOR COGNITIVE TASKS 
Conservation 
Number, subst:ance, vJeight and volume: 
Scored correct if subject answered two of three yes/no questions 
correctly at each .leve 1. 
Final score was determined by how many of the four levels were 
correctly.answered. Score could be 0 to 4. 
: ," 
Seriation 
Insert two additional straws into the existing series 
'. .. ·,~· ,; .: ;· and 
0 = Uhable to complete the'·task or took more than 45 seconds 
to complete the task 
1 = 13 to 45 seconds to complete the task 
2 = Less than 13 seconds necessary to complete the task 
' j 
Answer first question of each category correctly (see Appendix B; 
underlined word is the correct response) 
Score determined by how many of the five questions were correctly 
answered. 
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